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CHAPTER 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The rate of production of any consumable, whether it be raw 

materials or a finished product, rarely equals the rate of its con- 

sumption. Manufacturing industries cannot produce at a rate equalling 
the peak consumption rate without over-capitalisation of plant. The 

disparity between production and consumption rates necessitates the 

creation of a buffer which will enable the manufacturer to produoo at an 

economical rate and yet provide the consumer with an uninterupted supply 

at peak demand. 

The problems of varying production and consumption rates are exper- 
ienced in the energy supply industries. Solid fuels, oil and gas are 

all stockpiled at many links in the chain from producer to consumer. The 

storage of fuel is necessary to accommodate the diurnal and seasonal 

variation in demand occasioned by the working hours of industry and 

commerce and the domestic habits of householders. Solid fuels and oils 

are normally subject to only seasonal variations in demand but gas and 

electricity suffer from high diurnal variations in demand from both 

industrial and domestic consumers. 

In its early drays gas was chiefly used as an illuminant and the 

demand was low in suer and in daylight hours. Towards the onä of 
the nineteenth century other uses for gas were developed, making the 

demands more even. A sharp return to the former annual cycle has now 

arisen as a result of the tremendous success of gas spaoo heating, and it 

can be but a few years before the seasonal ratio midwinter: midsummer 

reaches the proportion 5: 1 (1,2) 

The gas industry can meet this challenge in two possible ways; 

additional gas production plant for winter use only or by increasing gas 

storage facilities. As both of these solutions result in under-employment 

of capital, the gas industry has been investigating over the last twenty 

years various gas storage techniques which do not steriliso as much 

capital as the conventional low-pressure holder. High-pressure gas stor- 

age, when allied to high pressure distribution times can effect several 

economics in this field. 
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1.1 Present- rends jr ih-yreaeuro gag et ox RQ_. 

High pressure holders have been used throughout the world for 

many years, but construction problems have limited capacity to about 
600 macf and pressures to 100 psi in the cylindrical typo, and 
1 mmsof capacity and 60 psi in spheres. It seems unlikely that either 

of these types can compete with the pipe-type unit as these can bo 

pressurised to 70 atmospheres or more, holding a large quantity of gas 
in a relatively small installation area. 

The design of the pipe typo unit, whether it be a collection of 

vertical pipes or pipes burried horizontally, involves a row of 
four or five pipes oonneote.? to a header which caters for four or five 

similar rows. Several of these headers are connected to one or more 

master headers which in turn are oonnectod to the distribution grid. 

The connection takes the form of a governing station for discharging and 

a pumping station for pressurisation. However, such storage units 

represent a large capital investment and maintenance costs are high. 

Over the last fifteen years more and more attention has boon paid 

to the development of underground gas storage techniques as a means 

of reducing the capital invested in storage facilities. Underground 

gas storage may take two general forms; the utilisation of a geological 

structure or the utilisation of an artificial subterranean cavity. 

Useful geological structures include exhausted oil or natural 

gas fields, antiolines, faulted areas in dipping strata, and areas 

surrounding a salt dome. In all cases the storage medium is a porous 

and permeable rook capped by an unbroken bed of impermeable rock. Huge 

quantities of gas may be stored in such structures; the Hersohor Domo, an 

antioline near Chicago, has a capacity of 150 x 109 sof with a plan 

area of 6000 acres (3,4) 
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The most serious disadvantages of gas storage in natural atruoturos 
are the restrictions of looations and the considerable amount of 
surface works required. For a structure to deliver gaa in a quantity 

sufficient to meet peak demand several welle may be neoeosary, the 

number depending upon the permeability of the storage rook. The valvo 

assemblies at the well-heads, together with the gathering lines, pumping 

and treatment plant, can occupy large areas of ground. 

Artificial underground storage structures arc usually oonf"inod 
to specially designed and prepared chambers; disused minoa have seldom 
been found to be gas tight. Excavated cavities may be constructed in 

almost any geological formation, but if situated in permeable or unstable 

ground, some typo of lining may be neoessary. 

1.2 Excavated underground s stom© units 

Underground units designed for high pressure storage may be 

catagoris©d as followss- 

i) Nined caverns 
ii) Salt cavities 

iii) Pressure tunnels 
iv) Reinforced or prestressed concreto tanks. 

An economic and engineering appraisal of underground storage systems 
is given by Evans (5), who suggests that salt cavity storage may be up 
to ten times cheaper than pressure tunnel storage, the most oxponsive 

system. Although gas storage in salt cavities would appear to be an 

attractive proposition, its use is limited by goologioal conditions to 

the areas around the North East Coast, the Cheshire basin, Mersey Estuary 

and the Humber Estuary. All the other storage systems, with the exception 

of mined caverns in the Thames Estuary and Southampton Water areas, May 
bo applied throughout the country. 
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The emergence of the North Boa gas and oil fields, together with 
the oconomics of underground storage, has resulted in renewed interest 
in the use of salt cavities for gas storage on tho eastern soaboard. 
Although salt cavities have been in use for some years now (6), and the 

technical problems associated with the purely gas engineering aspects 

of the system have been largely resolved, there is a lack of relevant 
data concerning operational parameters and long term stability. 

A eclt cavity is produced by the well-ostablishod method of 

solution mining and when salt extraction terminates the cavity is loft full 

of brine at hydrostatic pressure to minimise subsidonoo. Cavity size 

and shape may be controlled reasonably accurately by the introduction of 

a gas or an immiscible liquid (7). A typical salt cavity, excavated in 

the Permian middle evaporite group below Teesoido, is shown in Fig. 1. 

1.3 Salt cavity storaKc problcm8 

A spherical gas storage cavity in salt may be designed for either 
wet or dry storage. Dry storage oavitios are designed to be self support- 
ing when empty but empty wet storage cavities are supported by brine at 
hydrostatic pressure. In a wet storage cavity, gas pressure is never 
less than the hydrostatic brine pressure and never exceeds overburden 
pressure. One of the problems encountered in wet storage is the brine 

storage tanks required for such an operation. Volumes as great as 
350,000 cu-ft. may have to be catered for, and at brine storage costs 

of between £30 and £225/lo000 cu. ft., this can represent a large capital 
investment, Of 6). Compressed gas may be used to support the cavity 
instead of brine, i. e., cavity pressure never drops below the hydrostatic 

pressure of brine, but this technique sterilises largo volumes of gas. 
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The gas engineering problems ascoeintod frith salt storage eavitios 

arc either well knotim or quite predictable. However, thoro is an 

almost complete lack of data on the mechanical behaviour of salt under 
those conditions. Prossurisetion of a storage cavity implies an adiabatic 

compression of the gas, resulting in a rise in temperature of the stored 

gas and surrounding salt. Similarly, the adiabatic expansion of the gas 
during depressurisation causes temperature decreases in the storage unit. 
A theoretical study of the stresses imposed by gravitational forces, 

internal gas pressure and thermal loading must be based on many 

assumptions. It is not only the physical parameters of the storage medium 
that must be assumed, but also the mathematical model which uses the 

physical parameters to predict stress distribution. 

Budavari (8) has suggested that the only praotical method of 
predicting the stress distribution is to conduct a large scale in situ 

exporiment. The experiment must be designed with the following objectives 
in mind: - 

i) To determino the material parwnoters oharacterising tho 

in situ behaviour of the rock mass 
ii) To provide data for the development or tooting of a 

mathematical model capable of predicting the behaviour of 

a gas storage cavity in salt. 

This thesis describes the design, development and operation of such 

an experiment and concludes with a discussion of the results obtained 
from initial teats and gives a preliminary appraisal of long torm cavity 

stability. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. :, W PME'NT OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE DETERMINATION 

CP THE STABILITY OF A GAS STORAGE CAVITY IN SALT 

2.1 Str essos around a storage cavity in salt 

The stresses imposed on an operational storage cavity are the 

resultant of three separate stress fields: - 

i) Stress components due to covorload. 
ii) Strass oompononts duo to the internal hydrostatic 

pressure on the cavity surfaces 
iii) Thermal stress components duo to temperature gradients 

in the salt mass. 

The mechanical loading duo to the superincumbent strata imposes 

a three-dimensional stress field on the cavity. This stress field can 
be expressed as: - 

ý"Z = -He ==CG (1) 
VV 

whore GL a vertical components 
Cx - horizontal components 

H0 vertical distance from the surface 
6a average rock density 

v- Poissonto ratio 

Tho variation of the stress components in any radial diroction in 

the salt mass, induced by an internal gas prossur© P on the surfaco of 

a spherical cavity, is described by tho equations: 

Gr =-P R3 (2) 
r3 

G6 = C%ý P R3 (3) 
2r3 
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where (j 
r 

Ge 
)GJ6 

radial stress 
tangential stress components (at the 

cavity both 6,, and (jfiý are horizontal; 

at the equator tja is directed vertically 

and (jA, horizontally. (Boo Fig. 2) 

cavity radius 

radial variable 

0 

R 

r° 

Those equations are derived from Lane's solution of the spherical 
container under uniform internal or external prossuro, described by 

Timoskenko (9). It can be seen from Equations (29 3) that those 

stress components reach their maximum values at the surface of the 

cavity. The radial stress component is comprossivo and the tengontinl 

components are tensile everywhere around the cavity. 

In the derivation of the equations for the stresß components due to 

a temperature gradient within the rock, it is assumed that tho strata 
is free from thermal stresses before the introduction or withdrawal of 

the gae. The stationary temperature diotribution around a spherical 

cavity, when the cavity surface is kept at a constant. tomporaturo, is 

given by (10)1- 

T- To R 
V 

(4) 

where Ta temperature at radial distance from the 

cavity centre. 
To a cavity surface temporature. 
Ra cavity radius 

If the oavity ourfac© tomporaturo is raisod, then the induood thermal 

stresses will be duo to the temperature difference T, between the 

cavity surface temperature and the temperature of a point at a groat 
distance from the cavity. Using T instead of T and T to replace 
To, Equation (4) can be re-written in the form :- 
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Ty- =Z NT R i5 ) 

Assuming the material to be thormoolastio, the magnitudes 

of the three principal strosses at mW point in the solid can be 

given by: - 

_Ea 6T P tZ 3 c6 
! -u ri 

G= Cb _ . -- E oX &TR +-R 3 (7) e sý - z(i-v) r3 
In these equations, derived from the principles of thermoolasticity 

described by Timockenko (9), T is taken to be positive for tomperaturo 

increases and denotes the coefficient of linear thermal expansion. 

The stresses are compressive for a temperature increase and tensile 

for a temperature decrease; at a great distance from the cavity the 

stresses are zero and reach a maximum at the cavity surfaco. 

2.1.1 Application of the elastic model 

It is assumed that the idealised material representing the salt is 

homogeneous, isotropic and linearally elastic. It is also assumed 

that the parameters eharaotorising the materials behaviour, namely the 

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are the same in tension as in 

compression. Although this is not usually so for rook materials, the 

assumption is made superfluous duo to the low tensile strength of rock 

salt. 

It can be shown that the moot relevant stresses occur at the 

poles and at the equator of the cavity. Therefore, the variation of the 

stress components is investigated only along the radial lines through 

the poles and the equator. Applying the principle of super position, the 

mathematical expressions for the resultant stress components in the 

vicinity of the polo and equator can be obtained. Since the largest 

stressos are sot up at the cavity surface, the resultant stress Components 

for raR are given below as: - 
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i) Resultant stress oompononts at the polo 

Gr= -P (8) 

v)(H-V)+P--t_ (9) 2C7-5v)ýI-V) 1 1-v 

üý Resultant stress conponents at th©_ ectuator 

G-r=-P (io) 

Co =3 lg(9-º_v+svx)+ P- _a_T (ýý) 
2-(7-5v)(1-y) 2 -V 

Gý= 3Hý(1-14y+I5y2)+ P-- EO(1T (12) 
2(7-5V)(I-v) 21 -V 

A numerical evaluation of the resultant stress compononts may be 

obtained by substituting known and assumed values into Equations 
(8--12). The Young's modulus of rock salt, tested in the laboratory 

under uniaxial compression, may be taken as 3x 10 
h 

p. s. i. 

(20.685 x 106 kN/ 2). The stresses around a storage cavity may be 

obtained from Fig. 3 by substituting the values for the physical 

parameters and selecting values for depth, internal pressure and 
Poissonts ratio. (16). 

The selection of a suitablo criterion of cavity failure must bo 

closely limited to the compressive and tensile strengths of rook salt. 
Laboratory investigations indicate a very low tensile strength of 
240 psi, and this is clearly a key factor in cavity stability. The 

tensile strength is so low that a zero stress condition can be assumed 
to procipitato cavity failure. This criterion has tho advantage of 

eliminating the assumption that the physical parameters in tension are 
the same as in compression. 
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An indication of the stability of a storage cavity 1000 foot 

below ground is given by Fig. 4. This graph illustrates the offooto 

of internal pressure and temperature on the stresses around cavity 

using the assumed values of 3x 106 psi for Youngts modulus and 
40 x 10-6 for the coefficient of linear thermal expansion. Conditions 

applicable for values of Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and 0.5 are plotted, 

with a broken line representing an assumed tensile strength of 250 psi 

and the solid line zero stress conditions. (16). 
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2.1.2 ARplication of the olasto-plastic modol 

If an internal and oxtornal hydrostatic proosuro (Pi and Po 

respectively) is applied to a spherical cavity located in an infinite 

olasto-plastic medium, then plastic doformation will take plaoo. The 

plastic flow originates from the cavity surface and extends into the 

solid to a distance denotod by C. Boyond this zone the deformation is 

elastic. 

It can be shown (11) that the stress compononto may be writton as: - 

When R t-'Y C 

cc = -- 2G Co r -- P. (13) 

0+P, (14) 
R 

When C !EY 

66.3 
r3 e 

((P2 
6ý 

g Pi)2) 

(15 ) 

Gt Po 
r3 

where G' "e 

z6ý 

gr' Gt 

and 6 G)r 

The radial stress component is zero at the cavity surface and 

rises to Po at a great distance from the cavity. The tangential stress 

rises from some value at the cavity surface to a maximum at the boundary 

betwoon the plastic and elastic zones, and decreases to Po at a groat 
distance from the cavity. 
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2.1.3 Application of the visoo-elastic modol 

A spherical cavity is located in an infinite visoo-olastio 
medium and placed under internal and external hydrostatic pressures 
Pi and Po. The solution to this problem must doscribo the distribution 

of the stress components around the cavity and evaluate the strain rates 

around the opening. Investigations in the Department of Mining E ngin- 
eoring, University of Nowoastlo upon Tyne (12,13,14) have shown that 
the nature of timo-depondont creep deformation of rock salt is predom- 
inantly permanent. Consequently only the pormanent strain components 

as a result of creep deformation are considered here (8): - 

3 
6 =( 

3- 
) R"-`P0 (17) 

r 

P (ý8) 

"3 _3 
h 

r 2nd 

ey 2 

B and n are paramotora derived from an experimental analysis of the 

creop properties of rock salt. The equation is of the genoral formt- 

1 Gn 
K ºt 

(20) 

2.2 Comparison and evaluation of mathematical modole ucod in 
defining tho behaviour of rook $alt. 

Mary rocks are blown to exhibit linear stress-strain relationships, 
especially at low stress levels, thus satisfying the principal roquiro- 
ments of elasticity. F urthormoro, other strata roactiona to stress, 
e. g. visoo-elasticity, olasto-plasticity, can be regarded as ©odifioatiuns 
to the elastic solution. Hence the elastic solution can be considered 
as a first approximation. 
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Although the elastic model discussed in 2.11 has the tromondoua 

advantago of mathematical simplicity, there are several inherent draw- 

backs, some of which are common to all mathematical models. It is 

aaaumod that the elastic constants have the same value in both ooraproa- 

lion and in tension, and that their values, obtained by the laboratory 

tooting of rook samples, closely represents the in situ value. It is 

by no moans certain that those assumptions are correct and only an in situ 

materials tost will provide the answer. 

Tho thermal stresses expressed in Equations (9), (11) and (12) 

aro based on a stationary temperature distribution around a spherical 

cavity, and do not take into account the steeper temperature gradient 

encountered near the surface during the early stages of the introduction 

of a temperature differonoo. In addition to this, the magnitudes of t1. u 
thermal stresses are again dependent upon the values of the in situ 
Youngs modules and Poisson's ratio. Although the elastic model will 

provide an approximate solution, it can be clearly soon that it is un- 

satisfactory for an accurate analysis of the problem. 

An evaluation of the linear olasto-plaotio model rovoalo that the 

main problem lies in including the influenoo of thermal stresses upon 

cavity stability. This inclusion has not boon attemptod duo to the 

mathematical difficulties involved. Although tho thermal strossos are 

only set up in the elastic zone, their chief influonoo would be to 

increase or decrease the radius of the plastic zone. The evaluation of 
the stresses in the elastic zone suffers from the same disadvantages 

inherent in tho elastic model. 

The application of the linear visoo-olastio model suffers fron 

similar disadvantages in that the predicted behaviour of the idoalieod 

material described by the model differs significantly from in situ 
observations. In addition, it is most prof able that the two paramotore 
B and n will vary with temporaturo. 
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Investigations have revealed that the non-linoar visoo-olaatio 
model beet describes the laboratory behaviour of rook salt, but the 

mathematical diffioulties involved in applying it to tho complex 
loading system may provo insuperable. It is apparent when doriving 

expressions for the distribution of atross and strain around a storage 
cavity that groat dopondonoo is placed on the values used for the 

material paramotoro, which can be quite critical especially than con- 

sidering thermal stroasos. 

A more detailed troatmont of mathematical model development is givon 
by Thompson (16) who disouosos both linear and non-linear visoo-olastio 
models. Thompson concludes that the most critical conditions will occur 
during temperature decreases caused by cavity doprossurisation end points 
out that further difficultioe could arise in a deep cavity at low internal 

proseures. 

It is quite clear from the problems discussed that none of tho 

modols give an accurate mathematical description of the behaviour of rook 

salt. If a mathematical modol is to be usod in tho analysis of this 

problem then data provided by an in situ experiment is needed in order to 

modify and expand a suitable model. Furthermorel the in situ experiment 

must provide information on tho creation und dovolopmcnt of temperature 

gradients induced in rock salt by the application of a to©poraturo 

difforenco. 



STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN SIMPLE STRUCTURES 
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3. THE DESIGN OF AN IN SITU EXPERIMENT FOR MATHEMATICAL 

MODEL EVALUATION 

3.1 Pandan. ontal dosign oonnidorations 

The in situ experiment must be capable of exerting a sot of stress 
fields on the rook salt similar to that oxporicnood by the rook surround- 
ing an operational gas storage cavity. The behaviour patterns of the rook 

under those stresses will provide data applicable to the analysis of the 

forces at work during gas storage operations. Fron the discussion in 2.1 

it is clear that the experiment should involve an underground opening 
in solid rook. This opening should be capable of accepting an internal 

pressure und be of such a form that a temperature difference can be applied 

to its surface. Various shapes were considered for the experimental 

cavity, but the advantages of mathematical simplicity and ease of constr- 

action limitod tho choico to tho cylindor. 

An approximato analysis of tho stress distribution around a 

horizontal cylindrical cavity may be made by assuming linear elasticity. 
If an infinite elastic modium containing a cylindrical opening is subjected, 

at infinity, to a biaxial stress field then, assuming a condition of 

plane strain, the stress distribution around the opening may be given by 

42 

1 2. T+ r_ý 2r 

Ge -CU+ S) (1+ R')+ (SA-Sv)()+Se)cos 28 (22) 
'I r2 I r4 

t(Sc-Sv)(1-3R`ß'-2. R2*)s, n20 (23) re 2 -" fi4 ri 

whore Crr,, G&o radial and tangential stress respectively 
Tr 

e- shear stress 
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Sh) Sv 
" horizontal and vortical otrooc roopoctivoly 

Ro cavity radius 
'% e *ý radial and angular variablos rospootively 

If the axial strain is zero, i. e., a condition of plane strain is 

assumed, then the axial stress can be expressed as: - 

e 6Z "' vC Gr + G- (24) 

The critical stress values will occur at the cavity surface and the 

zones of particular intorost are the top, bottom and sides of the cavity. 
Tr malting the necessary substitutions in Equations (21), (22) and (24)t the 

stross distribution at the cavity surface mV be writton as: - 

-t tho sides. 
0a 0°. 180° 

Gr=0 (25) 

TO =Sh_3Sv (26) 

Gz = u(Sh-3Sv) (27) 
At top and bottom 0s 90°2270° 

0'r=0 (28) 

as =SV-mw 3Sj, (29) 

Gz = v(S�-3Sh) (30) 
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In the evaluation of the thermal stress oompononts it is assumod 
that the experimental cabity is an opening of circular cross-eootion in 

a cylinder of elastic material. It is also assumed that the cavity surface 
is held at a temporaturo difference T above the temperature of rock macs 
at a distance nR from the cavity, when n is some number and R the cavity 
radius. For mathematical simplicity the temperature gradient around the 

cavity is considered to be stationary for the whole of the time considered. 
Finally, it is assumed that the radial stress oompononts are zero at the 

cavity surface and at a distano© nR from the cavity cxio. Tho thornal etr©s- 

sos may be given by (15)3- 

Uraa EAT 1o nR -! o n I-n R' (31) 
(i- v) lo9h- r M? lr 

G8_ a EAT 1o9 r%R -. 
lo9n ý+n R2 (32) 

Ztý-vllo nr r1 9 
67Z = CK 6T C- 2 4g nR (33) 

2n r h? 
Substituting the appropriate values in these equations will give the 

thermal stress componants symmetrically distributed around the cavity 
surface: - 

Gr =4 (34) 

= cx EAT 1I-2n21o5ri1 
8 20i-v)to n nt_, (35) 9 

TZ cx E aT ý. z rýýýo h (36) 
(/- v)103rt n2 _l 
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It racy be shown (9) that if a thick-walled hollow cylindor of 
plastic matorial has an innor radius of R and an outer radius of 00, thon 

an internal pressure P will set up the following stresses at a radial 
distance r from the axis: - 

(ý'r = -P R2 (37) 
r2 

GQ = 'i'" P R" (38) 

,q= 
(39) 

The maximum stress components occur at the cavity surface whore 
their values are given by: -- 

G,. --P (40) 
To +f (41) 

G'z =0 (42) 

The expressions for the resultant stress components may be obtained 
by applying the principle of superposition. The stress components at the 

sides and top of the cavity surface may be oxpressod as: - 

At tho sides. 
0" 0o 

G -- P r ý" - (43) 

2n21 G'ý . Sý--3ýv+ cx 4T o91+P(44) 
lo9Y! 

t 

n1- ý 
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GZ= q (SA--3SY)-f Cl( i 16T I-2h1jo9n (45) 
Z(I-V)lo3m'1 n -I 

j 

At th© top, 90° 

Tr = -- P (46) 

"E AT 11-. 2n1o3&+P 8., 
-v) o9 n y%-z t (47) 

G 
,-v 

CCs 
v3s h) 

AT (7n2/nl -, ß(48) 
z- v1 09 ý+ n 

The elastic mathematical model can bo usod, togothor with onginooring 

considerations, in the design of an experimental cavity. Although the 

basic design suggests a horizontal cylindrical chamber, data provided by an 

approximate mathematical model is needed to design a deformation and 
temperature measurement system. 

3.2 Design of a. deformation measurement scheme in the Qxp©rimental 

caavvi 

3.2.1 Longitudinal doformation 

All of the mathematical models discussed in 2.1 assume a condition 

of piano strain when applied to the exporimcntal cavity. To vorify that 

no strain takes place in the axial direction it is nocossary to measure 

axial deformation. A review of the techniques available would indicate that 

this may best be done by moons of deformation transduo©rs, proforably with 

a gauge length of several foot. 
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Tho siting of those transducers must bo such that nny axial 
strain within the cavity will be dotootod. Thoroforo the moasuromonts 
must be made at several points along tho length of the cavity and at 

several points around tho circumference. The transducore must be capable 

of measuring small amounts of axial strain; therefore, the longer the 
transducer, up to a practical limit, the loss is the need for accuracy. A 

four foot long transducer capable of accurately moasurirg to äl x 10'4 in. 

can dot. )ct strains as small as 2x 10`69 and this strain detection accuracy 
would b© adoquat© for tho purposos of this ©xporiment. 

3.2.2 Diametral deformation 

It can be shown (9), (11) that the radial displacement of the cavity 

surface, Ur 1 duo to a temperature decrease QT and an internal pressure P 

may be given by :. 

0+V)PR -t-0+y)aE4TR (-j -- 
ýo h (49) 

r£ 2los h 
ý-T 

If the following values are assumed 

Ea1x 106 psi CK a 37 x 10-6 in/in /c 

ýv - 0.4 Ta -15°c 
PQ 200 psi n- 10 
Ra 2ft 

This not of values ropresents the maximum stress attainablo according 
to tho theory of plasticity without involving the experiment in troublesome 

technical difficulties. The resulting radial displacement would be: - 

Ur " 8.875 x 10 73 in. 
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Although the maximum theoretical diametrical displacement should be 
less than 2x 10-2 in., it would seem advisablo to omploy transduoors with 

a maximum extension of 
±0.5 in. to take into account any unprodiotod doform- 

ation. The measurements should bo made with tho groateot degree of 
accuracy that is consistent with manageable technical problems. 

The siting and angular positioning of the diametral deformation trans- 

duoers must be chosen with the greatest of care. The angular positioning 

of the transducers must be such that the movements in any dirootion porpon- 
dioular to the cavity axis can be dotcoted or calculated. Tho most officiont 
method of attaining this objective is an array of three transducers at any 

one measurement station, with one transducer alignod vertically and the other 
two each displaced by 1200. 

To avoid the influence of stross concentrations at the ends of the 

cavity, the measurement stations must be sited at least ll-times the cavity 
diameter from the ends of the cavity. Therefore the location of the moasuro- 

mont stations is dependent upon cavity diameter. After much thought it wau 
decided that a cavity diameter of four feet would provide a good compromise 
between the minimum working area necessary for those investigations and the 

technical difficulties of boring large diameter chadbors. It was conaoqucntly 
decided that a pressure chamber 24 foot long and four foot in diameter would 
be ideal. This would allow the installation of thron measurement stations, 

separated from each other and the cavity onds by six foot or 1 times the 

cavity diameter. 

3.2.3 Moasuromont of deformation in the rock mass surrounding the cavit 

An extension of the measurements proposed in the preceding section 
may bo medo by the installation of deformation transducers in boroholos 

radiating from the cavity surface. It can be proved, using elastic theory, 

that the deformation should be symmetrical about the cavity axial and it 

should therefore be sufficient to moasuro those deformations in one direction 

only. However, a greater degree of confidence in the results of these 

measurements would be assured if tho boroholes were aligned in a pattern 
similar to that of the diametral deformation transducers. The additional 
advantage of a comprehensive picture of deformation in one piano Would 
be gained if the boreholos wore placod in the same diroctions as the 
diametral transducers. 
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Tho radial strain in tho rook mass duo to tho imposod oxporimontal 
conditions will be at a maximum at the cavity surface and diminish to zero 

at some distance into the rock mass. An analysis of the rook movements 

using the elastic model indicates that a point twelve foot from the cavity 

axis would experience no displacement. On the basis of this analysis it 

was decided to employ ten foot long instrument boreholes, making displacement 

measurements between the cavity surface and four points along the borehole. 

Those points would be nine inches, two foot, four foot and ten foot from tho 

cavity surface. This measurement scheme allows all radial and diametrical 

deformation measurements to be rolated to a stable point ton foot into solid 

rock. 

3.2.4 Summary of doformation manauromonta 

The preceding three sootions dooribo the deformation moasuromonts made 
in the in situ experiment. The longitudinal transducers, measuring axial 

strain, (if any), are located in two arrays, one each between the radial 
deformation stations. Each array includes three transducers, one along the 

roof of the cavity and the other two displaced by 1200. The radial deformation 

is measured at three stations, the deformation at each station being monitored 
by three diametral transducers and twelve borehole transducers. Thus the 

completo schoao is :- 

No. of Moasuring Transducora 
Stations at oaoh Total 

Station. 

Longitudinal measurements 

Diametrical noasurenontB 

Radial moasurom©nts 

2 3 6 

3 3 9 

3 12 36 

Grand Total 51 

A dia«ramatioal roprosontation of this moacuromont ochomo may be 

soon in Fig. 5 and Fig, 69 
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3.3. Moasuromont of thermal ; radionts 

Section 2.1 indicates that a knowledge of the temperature gradient 
is required to calculate the thermal ctro©oos in the rook mass. This 

temperature distribution is cymmotrical about the cavity axis clue to the 

geometry of the cavity. Therefore it was necessary to measure temperature 

at the cavity surface and for a radial distance into the rook mass. It was 
though advisable to measure this radial temperature distribution by utilising 
the transducer boroholos. This was done by equipping the transducer 

instrumentation with temperature sensing devices and thermally isolating the 

borehole mouth from the temperature difference applied to the cavity surface. 
Such a scheme would provide data on nine radial temperature distributions, 

each distribution boing dofinod by temperature at five points; ourfaoo, nine 
inches, two feet, four foot and ton foot into the rook. 

Howover, this scheme would not provide data on the stoop temperature 

gradient found near the rook surface. Therefore it was noeossary to introduce 

a second scheme for investigating the cavity skin temperature. The most 

serious problem to be overcome was the insertion of temperature probes 
to indicato a rock temperature uninfluenced by the physical presence of the 

probo itself. This in essence was the old problem of the observer affecting 
the result of an experiment. 

This problem was overcome by constructing a probe in rock salt and 

mounting tho temperature sensors within those probes. The two skin 
temperature moasuromont stations were located midway botwoon the radial 
deformation moasuremont stations, the angular alignment taking the usual 

pattorn with one probe inserted vertically and the othor two dioplaood by 

1200. A diagram of the temporaturo measurement schcmo is shown in Fig. 5 

and Fig. 6. 

3.4 Exporimontal plant 

A dotail©d description of the compressed air and heat transfer equip- 

mont uaod to impose the dosirud conditions of. pressure and temperature on 
the rock mass may be found in Chapter 7. This ohaptor also doscribos other 

ancilliary oquipmont uacd in this experiment. 
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Ta = Air temperature measurement 
Ta Tr = Rock temperature measurement 
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FIG. 6 DETAILS OF INSTRUMENTATION SCHEME 
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CHAPTER 

4. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNDER tOUND INSTALLATION 

4.1 Site design and construction 

4.191 Basic considerations of access room design 

The proposed experiment involved the pressurising of a horizontal 

cylindical cavity excavated in the rock salt mass 450 feet boloti ground 

at the Meadowbank Rock Salt Nine. Although such a cavity could be designed 

with a high factor of safety, there existed a remote possibility that the 

pressure retaining plug or the surrounding salt mass could fail. In such 

an eventuality, the design and layout of the experimental area must be 

of such a form as to minimise or eliminate risk of damage to mine personnel 

and equipment. 

A cost analysis of site construction revealed that much of the total 

cost could be attributed to access room construction and transportation of 

the hydraulic auger used to excavate the experimental cavity. The excavation 

of a second cavity on the same site would introduce relatively little extra 

coat and at the same time provide the experiment tirith a stand-by cavity. 

This second cavity could be used in the event of an unexpected failure of 
the first and could also be used to extend the scope of the experiment. 

The final design of the site layout proposed a T-shaped aoceos room 

excavated in a remote part of the mine. To facilitate ease of handling of 

the large construction equipment, the T-shaped room was driven at an angle 

of approximately 450 to the main roadway. The two horizontal large diameter 

holes would be bored with one on each arm of the T in such a location that 

the debris from a plug failure would impact on the opposite rook face. A 

plan of the final access room design is shorn in Fig. 7. 
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4.1.2 Aooese room aonstru1otion 

The initial plan was to construct the access room at a location 

knozm as IBI Tunnel, quite close to all the shafts, but remote from any 

current mining operations. Unfortunately, when the access room off 'B' 

Tunnel was almost completed, a seepage of brine was encountered. This 

occurrence was viewed with the utmost gravity by the mine management; in 

1969 an unchartered borehole, connecting the salt beds to the brine at the 

tuet rock-head, gras intercepted by the mine workings and could have resulted 
in the loss of the mine. Consequently the site at 'B' Tunnel was abandoned 

and the seepage of brine sealed by grouting. 

A new site for the access room was established on the north-trest 

corner of Moulton No. 2 Panel. The new site was not in such a convenient 

position as the original choice, but satisfied the requirements of remote- 

ness and service facilities. This site ryas located in mine i orldngs tiihich 
follo;! ed the base of the salt bed. Consequently it was necessary to con- 

struct a ramp enabling the access room to be mined at a height of twelve 

to fifteen feet above the base of the salt, thus allowing the instrument 

boreholes, radiating from the cavity, to be located entirely within rock 

salt. 

The ramp was constructed so that a flat area at the top of the rise 

could be used to site the compressor and heater/chiller equipment. The 

access room, the ramp top and one half of the ramp were laid with saltorete 
to provide good access and a firm level foundation for the transportation 

and installation of heavy equipment. The new site was eventually supplied 

with compressed air (80 - 90 psi), eleotroity and suitable ventilation. 
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4.2 The oavity pilot holes 

4.2.1 The dowmhole 

The Jason Auger used to bore out the cavities has a working oontreline 
three feet above ground level, and consequently tho pilot hole oentrelines 
should be ideally at the same height. However, before the pilot holes could 
be drilled it was necessary to check that there i= a sufficient depth of 

salt beneath the access room floor. An insufficient depth of salt could 
be dealt with by either packing up the auger to the desired height or 
laying an extra bed of saltcrete on the access room floor. 

The dotimhole was bored by a Boyles BBS10 Strivelhead drill approximately 

on the access room centreline and nine feet from the V: orking face. The 

base of the salt bed was intersected 139 4 belog floor level, the under- 
lying rook being a red-broim marl. 

4.2.2 pilot holes 

The two cavity pilot holes were located 31 feet apart and drilled 

perpendicular to the working face three feet above floor level. A diesel 

driven Boyles BBS110 Swivelhead drill fitted t rith compressed air flush 

was used for this work. The drill string was made up of two and five feet 

lengths of MI (2-8511 O. D. ) drill rod fitted with stabilisers every five to 

ten feet. The cutting tool was a two foot long core barrel producing 
5' diameter cores out of a six inch diameter hole. 

It was extremely important that the pilot holes be drilled as accur- 
ately as possible as they determined the final position and alignment 
of the two horizontal cavities. Consequently it tw decided to drill 
through a bearing frame to ensure maximum drill string stability. The 
bearing frame was bolted to the ground and was so constructed that the 
levels of each corner could be adjusted, allowing the frame to be accurately 
mencouvred into a horizontal position. Lateral alignment was defind by 

centrelines laid down by I. C. I. surveyors. 
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When drilling oommenced, a wooden steady was bolted to tho front 

of the bearing frame to allow the core barrel to be accurately lumped 
in. The steady, constructed in two halves to allow easy assembly around 
the core barrel, was removed after the first foot of the hole had boon 

drilled. As the work proceeded stabilisers were fitted to the drill 

string every five to ten feet. The stabilisera were made up of short 

cylinders of steel connected to a central boss by means of vanes, and 
the boss olvmped to the drill rods. 

As completion of the holes was neared, the work became rathor tedious 

as -every two feet the drill string had to be removed from the hole to 

extract the core. Core extraction was achieved using a hemioylindrioal 

scoop attached to extension rods. The core was broken off the solid by 

a wedge welded to the scoop bottom, and when broken off, the core dropped 

into the scoop and was pulled out of the hole. Withdrawing the rods every 
two feet was made slightly easier by the design of the bearing frame. The 

upper half of the frame could be unbolted on one side and ct'nmg clear of 
the hole by means of hinges fitted at the other side. This meant that 

drill rods could be removed in ten foot lengths instead of unscrewing each 
individual five foot length. 

The holes were identified as the right or left hand hole when facing 

the drilled cavities. ich piaoeof recovered core ras marked with a letter 

L or R (left or right hand hole) followed by a number corresponding to the 

order in which the pieces of core were removed. To aid further identifica- 

tion each piece of core jraa marked tdth a distance mark and a letter F 

to denote the end of the core nearest the rook face of the access room. In 

many cases, especially in Hole R9 cores were broken either during drilling 

or core recovery. 

The access room vas ventilated using an auxiliary fan. Diesel fumea 

from the drill were fed into the fan ducting by an arrangement of tubes and 
flexible pipes converted from an industrial vacuum cleaner. 
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The final depth of Hole R bras 42' 1" from which 410 2" of 
core was recovored. Hole L ma drilled to a dopth of 421 5" and all of 
the core recovered. 

4.3 An e neeri a aisal of the pilot holes and rooovered ooro 

4.3.1 Pilot hole pressure tostinR 

Although tho last few foot of the front face of the acoeso room 
had been excavated by only light blasting, it was still possible that this 

had induced some fracturing of the rook mass. Coro recovery had indicated 

that there was no sign of severe fracturing, but further proof was nooded 
before excavation of the two cavities could commence. 

It was decided that the best way to investigate the possibility 

of fracturing was to subject the two pilot holes to a pressure test using 
the equipment shown in Fig. 8. The boroholes were divided into two foot 

lengths and each length was isolated in turn by moans of the two pressurised 

scaling rings. The section of borehole under test was then subjected to 

approximately 80 - 90 psi (585 kN/m2) and held there for a few minutes to 

determine that it was air tight. The procedure was repeated at other 

sections to give a complete pressure test of the two boroholos. The back 

of the hole was vented to atmosphere to prevent the rapid ejection of the 

equipment in the event of a leak. 

It was found that the entire lengths of the two pilot boroholos were 

completely airtight at pressures up to 80 - 90 psi. 

4.3.2 Susvey of the two pilot holes 

The holes wore surveyed by moans of a dowriholo targot, tapp measure 

and a mining type theodolite and target. The downhole target, shown in 

Fig. 9l was designed specially for this survey, and consists of a shaft 

supported at each and by a trolley. An illuminated porepex target and 

reflector was mounted at the front end of the shaft and the dry battery 
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supply to the target illuminator was strappod onto tho middle of tho shaft. 
The target was traversed along tho hole by moans of rigid extension rods 

connected to a bracket on tho underside of the target shaft. 

This instrument had a bullet-oyo typo target graduated in quarters 

of an inch. Each hole was surveyed by pushing the target to the back of the 

hole and sighting the theodolite cross-hairs onto the centre of the targot. 

The angle and elevation of the theodolite was noted and the target withdrawn 

a certain distance from the back of the hole. Without moving the thoo. ºolite 

the target was sited again and the apparent horizontal and vertical move- 

ment recorded. It was possible to estimate this movement to an accuracy of 
±1/32 inch. Using this technique, and measuring angles and distances bot- 

wooen the survey stations at the mouth of each hole, it was possible to 

build up an accurate plot of hole inclination and alignment. 

The elevations of Holes L and R may be seen in Fig. 10 aid Fig. 11t 

respectively. The first hole to be drilled was Hole R and it can be 

seen that this dropped a total of 6.9 in* at the back of the pilot holc. 

This inaccuracy was due to two faotorst- 

i) Both the bearing frame and the Boyles drill wore anchored to the 

floor by means of expansion bolts. But either weakness of the saltoreto 
floor (caused by an insufficient curing period boing allowed boforo eommenoe- 

mont of drilling operations), or the use of expansion bolts of too small a 

diameter, created difficulties in bolting the equipment to the access room 

floor. If the gradual and persistent loosening of the foundation bolts 

wont unnoticed, a small amount of drill string movement took place, 

possibly introducing errors in borehole inclination. 

ii) When the bearing frame had boon accurately alignod prior to 

drilling, it was found difficult to maintain it in a level position whilst 
it was being tightened down onto the expansion bolts. With time and 

patience it was possible to affect a compromise botwoon setting up time 

and the degrooo of accuracy achieved. 
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Hole L, using larger diameter foundation bolts, experienced 

none of the problems encountered in drilling Hole R. The oontrolino 

of Hole L began three foot above floor level but dropped a total of 
2.4 in. at the back of the hol©. The alignment of the two holes can be 

soon in Fig. 12. It can be aeon that Hole R was driven at an anglo of 
181 03" to the access room oontrolino; Hole L was parallel to the accoss 

room eentrolino, but 316 in. closer to it than intended. 

Cavity L and Cavity R, formed by ovor boring thoeo holoe, worn 
borod to depths of 36 and 35 feet respootivoly. Conooquently the backe 

of Cavities L and R wore 2 in, and 6 in. respootivoly bolow the intondod 

three feet high oentrolino. 

4.3.3 Physical proportios of tho r©covored core 

The core recovered from the two pilot holes was subjected to a 

series of tests to ascertain the physical properties of the rook mass 

surrounding the experimental cavitiea. 

iý Com r©nsiye strtgth 

Twenty specimens of diameter 51 in. and height 1C* in. were 

tested in uniaxial compression. The results of these teats indicated 

that there gras no definite pattern of strength or weakness along the length 

of the cavities; the strength of the salt appeared to be dopendont en tho 

presence or absence of the randomly distributed marl content of the spoc- 

imens. 
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TALE1 

p. e. i. kN/m2 

Mean compressive strength 4,174 28,779 

Standard deviation 649 4,4755ýý 
(15" 

Minimum compressive strength 3,080 21,236 
Maximum compressive strength 5,390 37,163 

ii) Tensile strength 

Forty-one specimens, 2 11/16 in* long by5 -in. in diameter 

were out from the two cores and subjected to the Brazilian disc test 

to ascertain a representative value for the tensile strength of the 

rook mass surrounding the cavities. Once again, there was no definite 

pattern of rock strength along the lengths of the cavities. When 

considering the results of this test, it should be borne in mind that 

the tensile strength given by the Brazilian disc method, an indirect 

test, is slightly higher than the tensile strength indicated by a direct 

tensile test. 

TABLE 2 

p. s. ie kNIM2 
- 

Mean tensile strength 240.0 1655 
Standard deviation 35.4 244.2 

14.75%) 
11inimum tensile strength 169.3 1167 
Maximum tensile strength 326.2 2249 
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iii) Shear streu h 

When a cavity is pressurised the rock mass surrounding the 

plug is subjected to shear otressos. Consequently it became neooaaary 
to establish the shear strength of rook salt, the value of which could 
be used in plug design calculations. Rive samples, all taken from the 

first eleven feet of the two cores were cut into specimens 553 in. long by 

2 15/16 in. in diameter and put under load in a triaxial soll with the 

following results: - 

TABLE 

Specimen No. Confining Pressure Axial 
; 

ourc 

PG s. io k,, /M2 pe c. is k2±/m2 

R1 200 1379 7950 54,815 
L7A 400 2758 8160 56,263 
L6 600 4137 9100 62,745 

R8 800 5516 10,900 75,155 
R5 1000 6895 did not fail 

Those results, shown graphically in Fig. 13, indicate a 

shear strength of approximately 450 p. s. i. 

iv) Modulus of elasticity 

Fifteen speoimons, 5}} in. in diameter by 10=4 in* long, wero tvioo 

proloaded to 1000 p. s. i. and then subjected to three loading and unloading 

cycles in uniaxial compression. Ton specimens wore instrumented by moans 

of dial gauges and the remaining five with oloctrical rosiotanoo strain 

gauges. The mean values of the sooant modulus for each cycle, taken from 

the most linear section of the loading oycle, 400 to 900 p. s. i., are given 
bolow: - 
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TB :. 4 

Moan decent modulus X10 poi 

let cycle 2nd cycle 3rd oyolo 

Dial gauged spociments 2.099 2.336 2.356 
Strain gaugod spocimonß 3.359 3.640 3.690 

It can be seen from the results of thoso toots that the strain gauged 

specimens gave a higher value than the dial gauged specimens. This was 

probably duo to the stool platens bonding during the tests and tho 

rooulting deformation being recorded along with the deformation of the 

specimen. The results obtained from the dial gauged specimens can be 

regarded as being more realistic than those obtained from the dial gauged 

specimens. 

v) Poisson's ratio 

The five specimens ueod to detormino the modulus of elasticity with 

strain gauges were fitted with oircumforential strain gauges. Tho values 

of circumferential deformation were rocordod during the olaotio moduli 
toots, and from those results values of Poisson's ratio were oaloulatod. 

2nd cyolo 3rd cyclo 

Mean value of Poisson's ratio 0.299 0.237 

Values obtained during the first cycles worn unaccoptably high duo to 

the non-linear behaviour of the material during conoolidation. Coneoquontly, 

values for only the second and third cycles were recorded. 
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vi) Summ= of ph icc1 proportion 

TABLE 

P. s. i. kNI 2 

Mean compressive strength 4,174 (±15.59) 28,779 
Mean tensile strength 240.0 (114.75%) 1,655 
Estimated shear strength 450 3,103 

Moan secant modulus in range 
400 00 i 6 6 106 2 -9 ps 3. 9x10 5.4x 

Mean value of Poisson1o ratio 0.237 - 

4.4 Excavation of the cavities 
4.4.1 Introduction 

The contract for this work was awarded to Tube Hoadings Ltd., a 

subsidary of Cementation Company Ltd. It was agreed that this company 

would excavate two cevitiea four foot in diameter by thirty five foot 

lang using a Jason Auger. The cavities wore to be bored to an accuracy of 
±1" 

on diameter and to have a finish consistent with that achieved by 

machine tools on rook. 

The drill string wan to consist of a cutter head and a series scrolls 
to remove the excavated rook. As this company did not have a suitable 

cutter head, it was agreod that they would design and construct ono at 

their workshops. Subsequent events proved that the compeny had neither 
the expertise or the necessary experience in this field to design an 

efficient cutting head. Consequently the cutter head was designed and 

made by the Department, a front view of which is shown in Fig. 14. The 

cutter head probe was designed to slide along the pilot hold and romain 

stationary whilst the pick-bearing arms rotated under power from the auger. 
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The maximum size of hole normally bored by Tube Headings Ltd, was three 

foot six inches ¢. n diameter, so it was necessary to govido some form of 

stabilisation for this size of scroll working in a four foot diameter hole* 

The company decided to prefabricate one length of scroll four foot in 

diameter to be used just behind the cutter head, and to fit the remaining 
lengths of scroll with outriggor-typo stabilisors. Those stabilisors 

consisted of a mushroom head attached to the apex of a short triangular 

plate which was in turn bolted to the periphery of the scroll every 1200. 

A sketch of these stabilisers is shown in Fig. 16a. 

4.4.2 Pbccavation of Cavity R 

The Jason Auger was transported to the top of No. 4 shaftp and 
dismantled to allow passage down the shaft. The augor was carried by 

low loader to the experiment site and ro-asoomblod in tho access rocm 
by means of lifting gear coupled to rook bolts sot in the roof and aides 

of the room. A photograph of the auger at work is shown in Fig. 15. 

An inspeotion of tho site on the day after boring oommenood rovoalod 
the following pointo:. 

i) The thrust washer between the cutter hoad and first length of scroll 

was missing. It was pointed out to the machine operators that if 

work continued without the thrust washer, the squnro-cootion socket 

on the scroll would boar against a radius on the cutter hoed and a 

burst socket would result. 

ii) One pick, close to the probe, bras missing and should have boon 

replaced. 

iii) The augur had not boon correctly sot up. Although the front of the 

auger was at the correct height, the roar waa four inchoo below the 

three foot high controlino line markod on the back wall of the cocoas 

room. 
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iv) The stabilis©rs attached to the undersized scrolls appeared to be of 
a poor design. It was thought that the mushroom heads would become 

choked with cuttings and cause the scroll to bind in the hole. 

v) A poor rate of advanoo , ras being aohiovod duo to tho low torque 

produced by the hyd'aulio motor drive. The do'-Tis size was vory 

small, (mostly powder, indicating inefficient cutting), but any 
increase in thrust caused the machine to stall. 

vi) The four foot diameter scroll was binding in the cavity and rubbing 

on projections in the guiding structuro. It was arranged for tho 

scroll to be ground down to its correct sizo and the projections on 
the guide to be removed. 

At the completion of Cavity R the site was revisited to survey the 

cavity and chock upon the efficiency of the drilling operations. It 

transpired that Tube Headings had neither fitted the thrust washer or 

modified the design of the stabilisers, and these omissions had led to 

dams o of both the cavity and the drilling equipment. 

The leading flight of soroll had its square section sookot burst out- 

wards duo to the absence of the thrust washer. This meant that the forward 

thrust of the machine would be taken by a in. diameter pin designed 

to hold the cutter head in place during drill string withdrawal. The pin, 

not being dosignod to transmit the forward thrust, had bent almost double 

and allowed the scroll socket to bear against a radius which burst it 

outwards. 

The mushroom type of stabilisor provod to bo unworkablo. Tho stabil- 
isors tended to trap tho debris being scrolled out of the hole, between the 

mushroom head and the cavity wall. This caused the drill string to jean 

solid and produce two distinct typos of damage to the scrolls. The 

first typo of damage involved individual stablisers boing wrenched out 

of the scroll vanes. A more serious typo of damage occurred when several 

stabilisers on a length of scroll jammed; this resulted in the scroll being 

hold fast whilst the central shaft continued to turn, causing the vanes 

of the scroll to unwind from the shaft. 
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Tube Headings Ltd. lost so much time and drilling equipmont through 
those problems that they decided to remove the otabiliaero completely. 
This removal took place after approximately twenty-five feet of cavity 
had been bored; however, this led to even greater difficulties. 

The removal of the stabilisers allowed the scrolls to whip up and 
down within the cavity, causing damage to the cavity bottom. This resulted 
in the finished cavity being almost elliptical in parts. This double rad- 
ius may be seen in Fig. 17 which shows a four feet diameter disc in the 

supposedly four feet diameter cavity. The upper radius of two feet wan 

created by the cutter head boring out the cavity; the lower radius, of 

one foot nine inches, was the damage resulting from the unstabilised scroll. 
Table 6 gives the results of a survey of the completed Cavity R. 

Tube Headings Ltd* put forward the suggestion that the damage to 

the cavity was caused by a steeply dipping pilot hole. Reference to 

Table 6 indicates that this was not so; the worst damage occurred at a 

point twenty-four feet from the back of the cavity, not at the mouth of 
the hole as would be expected for a steeply dipping hole. The point 

of worst damage approximately coincides with the centre of a complete 
drill string: thirty-five feet up the hole with eight to ten feat between 

the mouth and the machine. This would seem to indicate that the damage 

was indeed caused by an unstabilised drill string. 
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TABLE 6 

urvo_y_ of the comnloted oavitiea 

Distance from 
the back of 

CAVITY L CAVITY R 

th it i e cav y n 
foot Length of cavity - 36,0" Length of cavity - 35' 0" 

Diameter (± 1/16 inch) 

Vertical Horizontal Vertical Horizontal 

0 47 474 47ü 471 
2 47. 471 484 48 
4 47Z 47Z 4aß 48 
6 47i& 47 481 48 
8 48* 48 484 47-. 

10 484 48* 48i 48 
12 48 48 49 48 
14 484 4* 492 48 
16 48 48 50 48 
18 48 48 5O. 48 
20 47.. 474 50 48 

22 47.. 471 521 48 
24 471 471 52 48 
26 477 474 524 48 ' 
28 48 471 511 481 
30 48 4 7ä 51 48* 
32 48 48 501 . 
34 4&- Of 50 481 
36 48 48 

Nominal diamotor speoified " 48" ± 1" 
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Consultations with Tube Headings Ltd. revealed that they could 
put forward no suggestions for design improvements which would ensure the 

accurate excavation of the second cavity. Conoquontly it was suggeatod 
to them that they should, using their undorsizo scrolls, bore through 

their standard 31 611 diamotor borehole liners which could be fitted with 

oentralicing spacers. This arrangement, shown in Fig. 16b, has the 

advantage of not only supporting and stabilising the scrollo but also 
protoots the surface of the cavity from damage. 

4.4.3 Excavation of Cavity L 

Cavity L was excavated using the method of drill string stabil- 
isation shown in Fig. 16b; When the completed cavity was inspected the 

accuracy and general condition was found to be quite good. The tolerance 

of 
±1 inch on the diameter was not exceeded, and in the pressure chamber 

section of the cavity, the maximum deviation from 48" was J". The surface 

of the cavity was scored in a holical pattern, but not severely; the worst 
damage in the pressure chamber section was score marks 4" deep every 

one to two inches extending from a point uine feet to a point twelve 

foot from the back of the cavity. The detailed results of the survey are 
included in Table 6. 

It was decided, from the results of those surveys, to utilise 
Cavity L as the primary experimental cavity, and maintain Cavity R as a 
rosor o. 

4.5 The pressure retaini p11ws 
4.5.1 General desi r considerations 

The pressure retaining plug must be capable of containing a 

pressure of 200 psi without excessive loakago. It was decided that a 

semi-conical reinforced concrete plug would prove to be the most effective 
design, giving both strength and the ability for the self-sealing of leaks. 

A drawing of the plug showings its location and dimensions is given in 

Fig. 18. The plug position and dimensions were arrived at by considering 
the physical properties of concrete and rook salt. 
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There are five poociblo modoz of failure of the concrete plug 

and surrounding salt mass, and using the following assumed data, an ost- 
imate of the factor of safety of the plug design may be oaloulatod. 

Assumed data: - 

Rock Salt 
psi 

Comproasiv© strength 3000 

Tensile strength 150 

Shear strength 350 

i) Shear failure oftho ooncrot© LIM. (A - Aj 

Surface area of failure plano a 2T7ra 

Load on plug at 200 psi - 77r2P 

Shoar stroso on failuro plane rp 9 

22xx200 
2x3 

e 66.7 psi 

Factor of safety "" 360 66.7 - 5.4 

Conoroto(1s1ir: 3) 
(pal y 
3000 
300 
360 

In view of the serious damage to the oxporim©nt that would result 

from a plug failure, this factor of safety is apparently quite low. 

Howovor, as the concrete is imdor a state of triaxial compression the 

actual shear strength of the concrete under these conditions is likely 

to be much higher than that quoted in the table of assumed data. Con- 

sequently, the safety factor of 5.4 can be regarded as a conservative 

estimate. 

ii) Shear failure of the rook salt. (B "- B) 

The worst oaeo is annumod, that where the oomprooced air has access 

to the whole of the inside faoo of the plug: - 
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Surface area of failure plcno 
Load on plug at 200 psi 
Shear atroas on failure plane 

= 217R1 

= TTR2P 

=RP 
21 

- 3.5 x 200 
2x9.5 

= 36.9 Psi 

Factor of aafoty e 350/36.9 - 9.5 

iii) Tensile failure on cone--shaped failure aurfaoe. (C - C) 

Surface area of the trimcated cone -2 TT (R + 1/2 ton 0)1/coo C' 

If the tenail© stress on the cone = 
Then: - 

Tensile load perpendicular to the conical surface 
277 (jt (R+1/2 ton0) 1 sinn0 

coo 0 

090 TTR 2P- 2T1Gt (R + 1/ton G) 1 ton 0 

Gt PR 2 " 
2(R+1/2 ton 01 ton 0 

a 200 x 3.2 
2 3.5 + 4.75 ton 0). 9.5 ton a 

For 0 450 
Üt - 15.65 

_ PIA 

Factor of safoty a 150/15.65 " 9.6 

iv) Shear failure on the conorshapod failure surface (C - C) 

Surface area of the failure plane -2 Ti (E + 1/2. ton 0)1/cos 0 

Shear force on the failure plane "P TT R2 cos 0 
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rC 
aP R2 000 A " 2Tj +l 2. ton Q1 oon 9 

PR2 aos 
2A 

21 R+l Z tone 

20 
tl_ 200 x . 52 x 0093 

2x9.5 3.5 + 4.75 Yon o 

When 0a 450 t- 

T 4.075 rnpi 

Factor of safety 350/4.075 - 86 

vý Comprossive failure of the rook salt 

Axial bearing pressure a TTR2 P 

1T(R` - R') 

2002 ,. 12 
3.5 - 

" 

09-- _ 
30o Ufli 

Howover assuming a stato of hydroatatio stress in tho surrounding 
ßa1t mass, this axial oomproosivo stroas will act in opposition to tho 

horizontal oomponont of the over burden otreso, 450 poi, the resultant 
being 150 psi. 

It can bo seen that tho minimum factor of aafoty for tho fivo 

cases considered has a value of 5.4. Thooo calculations have not takon 

into account tho creep phenomena of rock salt, but it was folt that at 
those low etrouo levolo, the offoote would be non-oonntant. 
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4.5.2 Tho p1uR roinforoirV, oagoo 

The plug reinforcing cage performs the double function of reinforcing 
the concrete and providing a solid support for the passage of the compres- 

sed air pipe, the boater/chillor pipes, man-way and the cable glands through 

the plug. A aide view of the cage prior to installation is shown in Fig. 

19, whilst Fig. 43 gives an indication of the external location of the 

compressed air and hoator/chiller pipowork. 

Since such high pressures are applied to the interior of the cavity 
it was necessary to use glands to pass instrument and power cables through 

the plug. A drawing of the gland is shown in Fig. 20, whilst Fig. 21 shows 

a photograph of part of the assembly procedure. 

The reinforcing cage has a two foot diamotor tunnel through the 

centre to allow access to the cavity, the inner and of which is fitted 

with an air-tight door. This door is hung from double hingen and can be 

screwed down tight onto a rubber soaling ring. 

The plug was constructed by excavating an annulus of the required 

shapo and dimensions by means of oomprossod air picks. The reinforcing 

cage was, with difficulty, manoouvred into position manually using lifting 

tackle attached to an anchor installed in the remaining few foot of pilot 

hole at the back of the cavity. Concrete was than pumped into the annulus 

through the wedge-shaped excavation shown in Fig. 22 and vibratod to oxpod- 

it© oompaction. 

4.5.3 Grouting of tho. p1UK and surrounding rock maps 

Prior to the plug installation, night equally spaood grout injootion 

holes werd drilled on a 69-6" diamotor oirclo through to the annulus from 

the access room. The holes were fitted with four foot long stand pipes 

sot approximately three feet into the rock. On completion of the con- 

oroting of the plug, the grout holes werd drilled through to connoot 

with both tho back and front fa. oos of the plug. Four weeks after the 
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plug oonoroto had boon placod, grout was injootod, working from tho 

bottom stand pipo upwards. Tho grout mix oonoiotod of 112 lbo of 

portland oomont to fivo gallons of caturatod brino and injootod at a 

pressure not groator than 200 psi. 

4.6 The radial boreholee 

The discussion of the proposed instrumentation scheme in Chapter 

Three described the radial deformation measurements which would be achieved 
by anchors, push rods and transducers installed in radially orientated 
boroholes. The instrumentation scheme proposed throe measuring stations 

equally spaced along the cavity, each station consisting of thron 11 ft. 

long radial boroholes. Those holes, 1 15/16 in, in diomotor, were offset 
1-- in, from each other to allow dinmotral oxtonsomotere to be installed 

from the ooverplato of each borehole. 

The boreholes wero drilled by moans of a small oomprosood air 

powered drill with a manual ratchet rack and pinion feed. The drill 

was mounted on a specially designed frame which was fitted with an 

extending pad allowing the drill stand to be firmly anchored in position. 
Once the drill stand was in position, the drill could be moved longitud- 

inally along the cavity on a supporting shaft projecting from the frame, 

thus allowing each hole to be offset from its noighbour without having 

to move the heavy drill stand. Fig. 23 illustrates the drilling of 

those holes. After each hole was sunk the mouth was temporarily plugged 

with a wooden bung. 
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FIG. 14 THE JASON AUGER CUTTER HEAD 
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FIG, 17 INTERIOR VIEW OF CAVITY R 
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FIG. 1) PLUG REINFORCING CAGE 
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FIG. 21 GLAND ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 
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FIG. 22 PLUG ANNULUS SHOWING WEDGE SHAPED EXCAVATION FOR THE INTRODUCTION 
OF THE CONCRETE FILL 
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CHAPTER 

5. DEFORMATION MEASURENM 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Requirements of the measuring system 

In order to accurately determine the behaviour of rook salt under 

physical and thermal stress it is necessary to measure the magnitude 

and direction of rook movements caused by the application of pressure 

and temperature variations. The rock movements to be monitored may 
be divided into four categories: - 

i) Radial deformation, measured along the nine radial boreholes. 

These measurements may be made vith referenoe to either tho 

cavity centreline or the anchors installed ten feet along the 

boreholes. 

ii) Diametral deformation, three measurements being taken at each 

of the three diametral deformation stations. The positions of 
these stations coinoide with the positions of the radial 
deformation stations. 

iii) Longitudinal deformation measurements, to establish that the 

cavity deforms under plane strain conditions and no longitudinal 

movement takes place. 

iv) Plug movement transducers, used to provide information on plug 

consolidation and to give prior warning od an impending plug 
failure. 

The first three of these measurement categories require a high 

order of accuracy, whilst the accuracy of the plug movement measurements 
is not eo critical. 
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A theoretical study of the expected behaviour of the salt mass 
indioatod that deformations of the order of several thousands'of an 
inch could be expected to take place in many of the testa, whilst 
deformations as small as 0.25 x 16-3 oould be oncounterod in some of 
the less severe tests. The desired accuracy of the deformation measure - 
ments was set at 10% of lower fiszuro. i. e. 

±25 x 10-6 in. and the 

minimum permissable accuracy not at 
±10-4 in. An acceptable accuracy 

of 
±10~3 in. for plug movement measurements was arrived at after con- 

eidoration of the expected plug behaviour. 

5.1.2 Survey of deformation measurement techniques 

The very nature of the experiment dictates that the chosen 

measurement system must have a remote reading facility, and this 

precludes any technique other than electrical. The high degree of 

accuracy required and the distance over which displacement was to be 

monitored put further constrainm©nte on the choice of system. 

Electrical transducers may work by inducing a change of resist- 

anco, inductance, capacitance or statio eletrio charge. They can also 

depend upon magnetic, piezoelectric, and many other electrical phenomena. 
(17). The transducer, rigidly attached to a point in the rook mass, 

is mechanically connected to a remote point in the rock mass, and is 

activated by relative movements between the two points. (18). 

The survey of instruments which could be used to measure deformation 

in this experiment was not limited to toohnioal considerations; the 

physical size of transducers and their commercial availability were 

closely investigated. 

so 
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The study of electrical aharactoriatioc, physical size and 

commercial availability indicated that the linear voltage differential 
transformer would satisfy the basic requirements of the instrumentation 

scheme. An L. V. D. T. type D2/500 manufactured by R. D. P. Electronics 
Limited, had the physical size for a cluster of four to be assembled 
in the radial boroholos and provided the necessary accuracy of moacuro- 
mont. 

5.2 Linear voltage differential trcnsformore 

5.2.1 Transducer construction and input r©quiremonts 

The transducer bodies consist of thick-walled cylinders con- 
taining the transformer windings and the d. o. - a. o. - d. c. conversion 
components. Thron windings are employed, a central primary winding 

with a secondary winding on each side. The two sooondary windings 

are connected so that when the aru: at'e is in the null position, 
their outputs are oqual and opposite in sign. 

The primary winding is fed from a squaro wave generator powernd 
by the 6Vd. c. supply. Any movement of the armature from the 

null position biases the coupling between the primary and secondary 

coils such that the output from one decreases whilst the output from 

the other secondary winding increases. This not output is demodulated 

into a d. c* signal which is linearally proportional to armature move- 

ment. The reverse coupling of the secondary windings generates a 

posative or negative output according to the direction of armature 

novomont. 

5.2.2 Variations in traneducor eensitivity rYYY. i/Y/ V/ mir 

Variations in the voltage supplied to the transducers gives riso 
to variations in transduoer aonsitivity. The aonsitivity of a traneduoor 

may be defined ass- 
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Sonsitivity - Output voltage 
Deformation 

Nominally the D2/500 typo transducers have a sensitivity of 
four volts per inch of deformation when supplied with 6V deco, but 

if the supply voltage differs from 6 V, then transducer sensitivity 
is affected. The variation in the lengths of supply loads to trans- 
ducors, and unequal numbers of transducers taking their supply from 
the various power lines, subjected the transducers to different levola 

of volt drop. This created a situation in which few transducers were 
being supplied with 6V and resulted in their sensitivity being affected. 
For accurate cioformation measurement it was necessary to measure the 

voltage being supplied to each transducer and then to apply a sensitivity 

correction factor to the transducer readings. 

This correction factor was obtainod by clamping the tranoduoor in 

a test rig in a static temperature environment, and noting the variation 
in output voltage with a varying input voltage. Repetitions of this 

experiment, with the transducer clamped at different extonsions, pro- 

duced a series of straight lines when output voltage was plotted against 
input voltage. Such a graph is shown in Fig. 24. 

The deformation of the transducer clamped in the tost rig was 

calculated by dividing the output voltage, (when the transducer 

was being supplied with 6Vd. c. ), by the sensitivity indicated by 

the maker's calibration certificate. If this deformation is known, 

it is possible to calculate from Fig. 24, a table of sensitivities at 
different supply voltages for each of the experiment ropotitionc. The 

sonsitivitios, (at a certain supply voltage), of each oxporimont 

repotition, wore averaged, and this information used to plot a graph 

of sensitivity versus supply voltage. Tho sensitivity correction 
factor was calculated from the slope of this graph, shown in Fig. 25. 

It was found that the correction factor has the value of :- 
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CLR"ige in consitivity w 0.893/volt 

The correction factor may be positive or negative depending 

upon whether the supply variation takes the transducer input voltage 

above or bo1o«+ 6Vd. o. 

5.2.3 Transduoor tomporature variations 

Almost all the offoots of temperature on the deformation measuring 

system may be calculated; the materials used in the construction and their 

temperaturo coefficients aro biotin. The only exception is the offoot of 
temperature upon the transducers. As it is proposed to vary the tomp- 

orature of the experimental cabity it was necessary to invostigato 

the effects of temperature on transducer performance. 

This investigation was conduotod by clomping the transducer in 

a toot rig and allowing the transducer body and armature to expand 
duo to temperature variations. The test rig was constructed ouch that 

the transducer body and armature expanded, in different directions, an 
they would under actual test conditions in the experimental cavity. 
The supply to the transducers was kept constant at 6V d. c. 

The toot rig was immoraod in a parraffin bath plaood in a 
thermostatically controlled oven and a-t°mperature monitoring thermistor 

taped to the body of the transducer. The temperature of the bath was 

reduced to approximately -15°C by means of solid carbon dioxide and 
then allowed to slowly rise. The transducer output was measured 

every 5°C from --10°C to +35°C and a graph of temperature voraus 
transducer output was plott°d. This procedure was repeated to check 
the accuracy of the tost rig and measuring systems. 
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The graph of tomporaturo/transducor output, shown in Fig. 26, 

suggests that the relationship is non-linoar but the degree of 
non-linearity, when convort©d to apparent deformation, is less than 
the accuracy of the measurement system. For the purposes of this 
investigation, the relationship may be regarded as linoar, the slope 
of the straight lino indicating the value of the temperature correction 
factor expressed in millivolts per degree centigrade. The division 

of this correction factor, -0.289 mV110C, by the sensitivities of the 
individual transducers gives a correction factor, oxprossod in unit 
length por degree centigrade, for each transducer. Repetitions 

of the experiment at different armature positions indicated that the 

temperature correction factor was independent of armature position. 

5.3 Radial deformation transduoors 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The measurement of radial deformation was made along the cloven 
foot boroholos shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 of Chapter 3. A theoretical 

consideration of the stresses imposed upon the cavity indicated that 

a point ton feet away from the cavity surface would remain unaffected 
by the imposed stresses. It was decided, from this theoretical study, 
to measure the deformation between the cavity surface and four points 

along each borehole. These points were nine inches, two feet, four 

feet and ten feet up the boreholes. The deformations between those 

points and the cavity surface were later converted to give the 

deformation between the stable ton foot point and the other four points, 

one of which being the cavity aurfaco. 

It was therefore necessary to design an instrumentation cohomo 

whereby the transducers could be installed in a frame at the mouth 

of the borehole and their armatures connected, by means of 
extension rods, to some form of anchor gripping the rook at certain 

points up the radial boroholos. 
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5.3.2 Anchor . Deign 

The design of an anchor to rigidly oonnoot the tranaduoor 

armature extension rods to a prodetormined point in the rock mans 

must satisfy the following requirements: - 

i) It must have the capability of boing accurately cot at pro- 
determined points along the borehole 

ii) The anchor must allow tho extension rods and thermistor cables 

of anohors further along the borehole to paar through it 

for termination at tho borehole mouth. 

iii) The anchor must firmly and rigidly grip tho tnrohole and continuo 
to do so for several years after installation. 

The design for such an anchor may be aeon in Fig. 27, and is 

shown attached to the end of the insertion tube. The installation 

procedure is quite complex, but may be explained briefly as follois. 

The first anchor is bolted to the and of a longth of the insertion 

tube by means of a socket screw B (Fig. 27) with the transducer 

extension rod and thermistor cables passing through the centre of 
tho tube. This assembly is pushed up the hole and further lengths 

of insertion tube and transducer extension rod added. The 

procedure is repeated until the roquirodlength of extension tuboing 

is in place. The last]ongth of extension tube has a flange at the 

bottom which, when bolted to the borehole mouthplato, accurately 
locates the anchor. 

The anchor is set by passing a rod, terminating in a hexagonal 

cootion bar, up the middle of the insertion tubes, through the contra 

of cookot screw B, to connect with sockot screw A. When this oookot 

screw is tightened, the cone of the anchor in drawn into the cup, thus 

causing the eplit ring to expand und tightly grip the borehole. This 
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tightening rod is removed and replaced with one to fit socket screw 
B which is unscrewed to release the anchor from the insertion tubes. 

The other three anchors are installed in a similar manner, with the 

transducer extension rods and thormistor wires of previously installed 

anchors passing through the anchor and insertion tubes. A general 

view of anchors, push rods and transduoars is shown in Fig. 28, whilst 
Fig. 29 shows a close-up of the push rod-transdueor armature connection. 

This installation proooduro is shown in the series of photographs, 
Figs. 30,31 and 32. The insertion tubes shown together frith the 

tightening rods in Fig. 33, are made in such lengths that they can 
be built up to the length required to instal an anchor in any one 

of the four positions. 

5.3.3 Radial borehole mouth assombll 

The first six inches of the 1 15/16 in. diamotor bcroholes wore 

ovorbored to a diameter of 2 5116 in., this enlargement being used to 

accommodate the cluster of four transducers. The transducers woro 

supported and accurately located by a framework connected to the 

boroholo mouth plate. The mouth plato, with its inner surface 

machined to match the cavity radius, was attached to the area surround- 
ing the mouth of the borehole by moans of a cement. A series of 

toots indicated that "Dovoon Plastic Stool" was the most suitable 

adhesive for this purpose. 

The prosenco of high pressure air in the instrumont boroholos 

would complicate the stress fioldo around the cavity. Thoroforo 

it was necessary to unsure that those boroholos be maintained at 

atmospheric pressure. This vas achieved by oonnooting vent pipes 

from the borehole cover plates to the outside face of the plug. 
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Compressed air was deui©d aooeso to the boreholoo by fitting 

the mouth plato with a pressure tight borehole end cover. Fig. 

34 shows the borehole mouth plate with vent pipes and transducer 

assembly. 

5.4 Dian©trat and ]onRitudinal trrýnsduc©r d©sie 

5.4.1 Introduction 

Diametral and longitudinal deformation measuromonto were 

made with basically the same instrument, shown in Fig. 35., thus 

allowing for simplicity in design and manufacture, and providing 
data logging compatibility. In addition, the same typo of trans- 

duoor employed in radial deformation measurements was utilised, 

simplifying the problem of spare parts and replacements in the event 

of instrument malfunction. 

The instruments were constructed by mounting a transducer in 

a duralumin tube and connecting the transducer armature to a spring 
loaded extension rod. Centralisation and freedom of movement of the 

extension rod was assured by PTFE bushes fitted inside the duralnmin 

tube. This extension rod was constructed from invar in order to min- 

imiso temperature effects. Provision was made for approximate 

mechanical nulling of the instruments by a screwed extension rod at 

one end of the duralumin tube. The extreme ends of the instruments 

were fitted with ball bearings which mated with dimples machinad 
into the extensomoter housing brackets. 

5.4.2 Diametral deformation m©asurom©nts 

The extensometors described in the previous section wore used 
to measure diametral deformation at the measuring stations discussed 

in Section 3.2.2. The measurements were made between the radial 
borehole and covers and a boaring plato cemented to the cavity trall. 
The power supply and signal loads to the oxtensomoters were of such a 
length that the extensometors could be removed from their moacuring 

position and stored in racks bolted to the heat exchanger pipowrork. This 

was arranged to allow access to further points along the cavity for 

removal of camera film and for instrumentation checks and repairs. 
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5.4.3 Longitudinal deformation moanuromonts 

For the reasons given in Section 5.4.1 the longitudinal extonsom- 

eters were of the same basic design as those measuring diametral 

deformation. These instruments were used to measure the relative 

movement between two pegs sat, four feet apart, into the cavity walls. 
The pegs, in* in diameter and 3 in. long, were sot 1-44 in. into the 

rook and cemented in position with an adhesive. A flat facet machined 
into the uppermost half inch of the pegs, had a dimple which mated with 

the ball bearings on the ends of the extenoomotors. 

5.5 Plug movement monitoring ooh me 

Although the pressure retaining plug was designed to a high 

factor of safety there still existed the remote possibility of a cata- 

trophio plug failure. In view of the physical behaviour of rock salt, 
it was though that such a failure would not be instantaneous, and that 

the failure would be preceded by a slow but rapidly increasing plug 

movement. If this proved to be true, then it would be advantageous 
to have some prior warning of a plug failure. If on the other hand 

a plug failure proved to be an almost instantaneous event, then this 

would result in severe damage to most of the instrumentation scheme. 

Desirable features of a plug movement monitoring schomo include 

both a continuous plot of plug position and an "oxeossivo movement 

alarm", audible above the ambient noise level created by the experiment 

plant and ventilation system. Tho plug movement transducers were identical 

in all respects to the longitudinal oxtensometors, with one end bearing 

on a peg set into the rook and the other on the inner face of the plug. 

The output from those three instruments, arrayed in the normal pattern 

of one along the roof and two each displaced by 120°, was fod to both 

a chart recorder and an alarm system. The chart recorder, as well as 
indicating plug movement, also gave plots of relevant information such 

as cavity temperature and pressure. The alarm system included a rod 

warning light and an audible alarm. 
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In the event of an alarm being sounded the chart recorder 

could be used to confirm an alarm condition and not alarm malfunction. 
The pressure in the cavity could then be rapidly dropped ty means of a 
6 in* diameter blowdown valve, and all the plant electrically isolated 

by moans of two master switches. This work could be completed within 

a matter of seconds of the alarm sounding. The plug monitoring and 

alarm system was designed to minimise installation damage, not to prevent 
it occurring. The rapid dumping of pressure from the cavity, dropping 

the pressure from perhaps 200 psi to zero in a short space of time, 

would result in such severe temperature drops that the cavity surface 

would undoubtedly suffer damage. 
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FIG. 3C INSERTION OF ANCHOR NO. 3 
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CHAPTER 6 

6. The temperature measurement nyeett em 

6.1 Introduction 

The experimental programme proposed the application of pressure 
and temperature differences in the experimental cavity environment. The 

measurement of the temperature gradients in the rock mass is described in 

Section 2.4 and Figs. 5 and 6. This section discusses the merits of 

various measurement systems and covers in more detail the design, 

installation and calibration of the chosen system. 

The ideal temperature measurement system must have several basic 

features. It is required to accurately measure temperature in a confined 

and pressurised environment and to transmit this intelligence to data 

recording equipment. This first requirement immediately precludes 
the use of any system other than an electrical technique, and this 

leaves only two possibilities; thermocouples or resistance thermometers. 

Both of these methods satisfy, in a greater or lesser degree, the 

remaining requirements oft accuracy, stability sensitivity, speed of 

responses size and cost. Consequently both methods must be evaluated 
in greater detail. 

6.1.1 Survey of temperature measurement teohniaues 

Thetb©rmocouple is perhaps the simplest of all primary elements used 
in electrical temperature measurements. However, its advantages of 

simplicity, cheapness and the independence of thermoeleotxio effect on 

wire length and diameter aro greatly outweighed by the disadvantages 

of employing such a technique in the experimental cavity. (21b). A 

thermoe1coi c sensing element could be married to the Modulog data 

logging system but this would involve the use of ML1033 typo commutating 

units. These units cost appreciably more than the NII, 100B type, which 

operates on a bridge imbalance principle, that is consequently more suited 
to resistance themometry. An accuracy of ±0.1°C roquiros the measurement 

of small voltages to an accuracy of 
±4J. JV and at these low values stray 

thermoelectric effects would greatly influence measurement accuracy. 

These, and other disadvantages, indicated-that thermocouples would 

prove to be unsuitable temperature sensors. (19b) 
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The resistance thermometer is replacing the thermocouple in many 
industrial and scientific applications (21. a) It is inherently capable 
of greater accuracy, often achieved using lose expensiv© measuring equipment. 
Resistance thermometers generally employ platirum, copper or nickel 
elements; alternatively the sensing element may be a thermistor. 
The principle of operation depends upon an accurately known change of 
resistance with temperature, ada measurement of resistance permits the 

temperature to be computed or read off directly on a calibrated scale. 

A reciotance thermometer with a metallic primary olomont undergoes 

an increase in resistance with temperature; a thermistor, whieh has a 

semiconducting element, suffers a decrease in resistance with increase 

in temperature. For accurate measurements platinum is the primary met- 

allie element most used in precision resistance thorm: metry and con- 

sequently the comparison of resistance techniques is limited to platinum 
thermometers and thermistors. This comparison, which for completeness also 
includes thermocouples, is summarised in Table 7. The advantage of both 

platinum resistance thermometers and thermistors greatly outweighed 
their disadvantages and both types were found suitable for use in this 

experiment. The chief disadvantage of the platinum typo is the cost, 

whilst the disadvantage of thermistors have no groat importance in the 

context of this experiment. Therefore it was decided to use thermistors 

as the sensing device of the temperature measurement system. 

6.1.2 The use of thermistors in rneoleion thermomot_ry 

The resistivity of metals is usually quite small, having values 

of 10 5 
or 10-6 ohm* cm, at 0°C, which is readily explained by the high 

electron concentrations found in metals. Conductivity in metals is almost 

exclusively dependent upon electron mobility and as temperature increases 

reduce this mobility, duo to displacement of ions undergoing thermal motion# 
the resistance of metallic conductors increases with temperature. 



TABLE. 

COMPARISON OF THREE THERMOMMIC TDCHNISUFS 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Cheap Difficult to achieve a 
high degree of accuracy 

Small sensing elements, Design problems duo to 
. e. hot junction relative bulkiness of 

thermocouple wire 
Thermoelectric effect Involves the use of 
independent of length a more expensive typo 
and diameter of wire of commutating unit 

in the data logger. 

W High odgreo of accuracy Expensive 
can be achieved 

El N Relatively small sen- Not entirely free from 
sing element strain effects 

Approximately linear 
temperature coefficient 
of resistance. 

High degree of accuracy Unstable if hold at above 
can be achieved 100°C for long periods of 

time 

Very rapid response to Temperature coefficient 
temperature changes follows an exponential 

law, raking linear cal- 
ibration difficult 

Very small sensing 
elements 

Ij Fairly cheap for such 
an accurate device 

Its high resistance eli- 
minates most resistance 
problems encountered in the 
extension leads. 
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Semiconductors have typical rosistivitioo at 000 ranging from 

approximately 10-2 to 109 ohm. cm., considerably highor than those of 

metals but well below the values found for insulators. It is quite 

common in semiconducting materials for both electrons and positive 
holes to contribute to the conductivity. Elootron and hole 

concentration decreases quite rapidly with decreasing temporature produo- 
ing temperature changes of resistivity often much more significant than 

those caused by changes in electron and hole mobility. It is this 

principle of large decreases in resistivity for small increases in 

temperature that is employed in thormistor thormomotry. (19 a). The 

resistance temperature relationship for the thormistors used in this 

experiment is shown in Fig. 36. 

Reproduoability appears still to be the principle problem faced 

in thermistor thermometry. Thermistors undergo systematic resistance 

changes with time, generally becoming more stable after aging at elevated 

temperatures. For this mason moot manufacturers subject their precision 

thormistors to some form of aging process to increase stability. In 

general, however, if thermistors are subjected to temperatures much 

greater than 100°C, or if they are continually cycled to temperatures 

above 100°C, Chair resistance tends to increase such that the maker's 

tolerance may be exceeded. Soldering connections to the thermistor loads 

must be done with care as overheating of the bead could cause those 

resistance changes. If thin-nosed pliers, acting as a boat sink, are 

u--"d during installation, this problem can be avoidod. 

6.2 Me_ doeign of theatibrmistor circuits ýý, a. rrar.. +ý. rrýa. ýr 

6.2.1 DID. Mob log data logging sy_stom 

The Modelog data logging system includes five commutating units. 
The first unit, designated ML1033, logs 100 channels by direct o. m. fe 

measurement; the other four units, ML100B's, each log 50 channels in 
five blocks of ton. The MIL100B commutating unit was designed primarily 
for strain gauge work and operates by measuring the imbalance of the 

strain gauge bridges. It is those units which are used to record the 

output of the thormistor bridges. 
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The commutating units houno the two arms of the roforenoo side of 

the bridge. Each of the arms contain a high stability prooi©ion resistor 

of 100 ohms. The signal load from the measuring half of the bridge 

enters the loggor circuit through several operational amplifiers into 

which is connected tho digital voltmotor. 

6.2.2 Dosi of the measuring bridgo 

The sonsing elements used were, precision th©rmistors typo 44001 

made by the Yellow Springs Instrument Co., (Ohio, U. S. A. ) The oxporimontal 

programme proposed an operating temperature range of 30°C and this gives 

a change of thermistor resistance of approximately 150 ohms. However, 

the imbalanoo caused by the changing resistance of the thermistor placed 

in a simple I"heatetone bridge vmuld be so great that the data logger could 

not accommodate it. This nee©ssitat©d slight modifications to the 

bridge circuits. A circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 37. 

A factor of safety gras applied to the design of the bridge circuits* 

Although it was only necessary to measure from 0°C to +30°C (approximately) 

the extended range of -20°C to +60°C was catered for. In ordor to be able 

to record this temperature range, the sensitivity of the bridge had to 

be reduced. This was done by adding 2.2 k rosietc"ra to each arm of the 

measuring half of the bridge, instead of using 100 ohm resistors to 

match the internal half bridge. (20,22). 

The high value resistors used to dosonsitico the bridge circuits 

created an almost constant current supply to the theriistora, creating 

'ZV ourablo conditions for approximate linoarisation of the bridge output. 
The linearioation was achieved by putting 220 ohm resistors in parallel 

with the thermistors. 

However, resistors are normally supplied to a tolerance of 5%, or 

10% and unless placed in accurately matched pairs, could cause bridge 

imbalance of such magnitude that the data logger bridge balancing pototr' 

tiomotero would not bo able to provide adequate compensation. Additional 

balancing facilities were provided by incorporating 200 ohm potentiometers 

into the bridge circuits. 
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Bridge imbalance caunod by the uno of olootrical co©ponont© 

specified to a tolerance of sotiyr 
±5%, would create a situation whoroby 

two thormistors at the same tomporaturo would give different outputs 
via their roopectivo bridgoo. There are two poooiblo colutiona to 

this problom: - 

i) High precision resistors (±0.1%) could be used as the basic 

coraponento of the bridgoa, The tolerance of those raoictora 

would havo to be added to the ther©iator toloranoo, and would 

result in an accuracy no bottor than +0.5°C. Procioion reciotora 

would have to be cpcoially ordered to our spooificationa, 
introducing the possibility of delivery dolaya, and would be 

relatively exponaivo. 

ii) The second solution to this problem involvoa the calibration 

of the thormistors and assooiatod bridge compononts to produce 

an accurate graph of temperature against data logger road--out. 
The facilities of the data logger are such that this cal- 

ibration could be carried out with a group of up to ten 

th©rmistoro at ono timo. 

This latter recourse was eonsidored to be more accurate, fastor 

and cheaper than the use of precision resistors. It was decided to use 

otandard thick film rocictors (±2%) with a low tenporaturo coefficient 
(100 ppoC. ) 

6.3 Thormistor calibration 

6.3.1 Ro_quiremonts of ncouracy. 

Tho inatrunontation sohomo for tho in situ oxporimont was dosignod 

to give a comprohonsivo picture of tho behaviour of tho salt mass undor 

various imposed conditions. In ordor to dofino this behaviour with 

oondidonoo prcoiao moaourcmont of small quantitios waa roquirod, so a 
high degroo of accuracy booamo nocossary. 
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As thoro is a limit to moaningful measuremont, 1 limit was 

set on this accuracy; vary groat accuracy in both difficult to 

achieve and exponsivo. Thoideal degree of accuracy in that which is 

most compatible with precision of moasuromont and the technical 
practicality of nothod and intorprotation. 

Howovor, the potrology of rook salt is ouoh that the halito 
is intermixed with a small and varying percentage of rod marl. The 

prosonco of the marl will have a small but definite offoot on the 
temperature at a single point, and as such will have a boaring upon 
the determination of the level of tomporaturo moasuromont accuracy. 

A theorotioal analysis of tho imposed conditions on the salt mass 
indioated that it was nocossary to dotoot to©poraturo ahnngos of loss 
than 1°C. It was thoroforo proposod to sot tho thermo©otric accuracy 
at 

±0.1°C, 
although it would be possiblo to dorivo moaningful conolusiona 

fron tho oxpori©onts if tho accuracy was much loss, say up to+0.5°C. 

6.3.2 Thormistor calibration tochniquo 

The output of the thermistor bridgoe proved to be only approximately 
linear; although the Centro portion of the output graph was linear, both 

ende tended to curve away. ttleo, the output of the bridges differed from 

each other when their respective thormistors wore all at the some toop- 

oraturo. This nooossitatod thormiator calibration, giving a graph of 
tomporaturo against data logger road-out. 

Tho thormistor calibration roquirod an indopondont tomporaturo moaa- 

uring aysto© to rocord thormistor temporaturo. It was decided to uao 
thornistors for this purpooo and oonsoqucntly two woro sont to the National 

Physical Laboratory for accurate calibration of tomporaturo against 
electrical rosictanco. The calibration rango was -20°C to +60°C and 
tho mothod usod at tho N. P. L. wau as followc: - 
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The thormistors were mounted in oloso-fitting pyrox glaaa tube and 

completely immersed in well atirrod liquid baths. The rooiotanoo of 
the thormistors were moasurod at a aeries of steady toraporaturon over 
the required rzngo, the temperature being determined by a Laboratory 

Stendard platinum rosiatcnoo thermometer. From this data, the valuon 
for a roaistanco-te©porature table worn computod; tho ovorall aacuruoy 

was estimated to be ±0.05°C. 

As the estimate for the completion of this work wan six to eight 

weeks, it gras decided that tho thormistors to be installed should be 

calibrated in two stages, in order not to delay site installation work. 

This two atago calibration was undertaken in the following mannor: - 

The road-outs of the th©rsaiotor© (at curtain unknown temperatures) 

in one block of channels on the data logger were compared with the road- 

out of an arbitrarily selected thorinistor (the intormodiato standard), 
installed in the same block of channels. This procedure was repeated 

for the thor©istoro in the other blocks of channels using the sarao 
intermediate standard thoraistor. This gave a data logger road-out 

data logger read-out relationship between the intermediate standard 

thorziistor and all the other thormistors. The thormistoro could than 

be installed in the experimental cavity without causing delay to the 

root of the installation work. 

When the calibrated therrsistors were received from the National 

Pbwsical Laboratory, they were used to give a tomporaturo/data logger 

road-out relationship for the intermediate standard placed in each block 

of channels. This allowed a tomporaturo/data logger road-out rolationship 

to bo oomputod for nach individual thormistor. 

6.3.3 Pri i r`tr calibration 

The thorraiator-data loggor ohannol nuribor allocation may bo aoon 
in Table 8 and in referred to in the following discussion on primary 

calibration. 
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Tho wino thorrietor bridIoa aasooiated with ohannola 100 to 108 

worn wired into tho data loggor with the intormodiate standard 
thormistor wirod into channel 109. The intermediate standard thormictor 

was removed from its bridge and replaced by a resistor with the same roo- 
istanee as the thorciistor at -20°0. By adjusting tho data logger eoarso 

and fino sealing potontiomotors and tho bridge balancing potentiometer©p 
the data logger was set to road approximately -9000. This resistor wiao 
then roplaced by a resistor of the same rooistanoo as tho thormistor at 

+60°C and the data logger adjusted to read +9000. A third resistor wan 

substituted for the thormistor, this time roprosonting the temperature 

of 20°C (laboratory tompcraturo) and the data logger reading noted. 

The intermediate standard theraistor was returned to its bridge 

and the group of ton thornistors immersed in a pool of light oil in a 

stool heat sink. The group of thormistor beads was a tight fit in the 

oil pool. The heat sink eras placed in a thermostatically controlled oven 

and loft there until it reached +20°C, as indicated by the intermediate 

standard. 

The ooarso and fine sealing of the oharmols associated with the 

thornistors to be calibrated woro sot at the same value as the standard 

thormistor chtmnol, and the bridge balancing potontiomotors adjusted no 

that all ten channels gave approximately the same roading. The boat 

sink was placed in a small cardboard container partly filled with finely 

powdered-solid carbon dioxide. When tho temperature of the heat sink 

reached approximately -30°C, the carbon dioxide was removed and sprinkled 

around the oven to create general cooling, enabling tho tomporaturo of 

the oven and heat sink to rise slowly. When the temperature of the heat 

sink reached approximately -20°C tho data logger gras allowed to scan 
tho channole monitoring the thormistor bridges. The tomporaturo of 
the heat sink was allowed to rise at the rate of approximately 1°C 

every two to three minutes, the oven heating element being usod as 

and when necessary. 



TABLE 8 

THERMISTOR - DATA LOGGER CHANNEL ALLOCATION 

Thornistor location coding rofore to ©oaouring stations 
A, B or C at points in tho vortioal, loft or right dirootiona. 

Roforonoo to Figs. 5&6 will clarify tho coding eystom. 

Data Logger 
Chtinnol No. 

Thermistor Location Typo of Tomporaturo 
moaouromont 

100 V 

101 A L Radial Borehole 

102 R 

103 v 

104 B L 
Rock To©poraturo 

at Anchor No. 1. 

105 R 

106 v 

107 C L 

108 R 

109 ". - Calibration Channel 

110 V 

111 A L Radial Borehole 

112 R 

113 v Air Temperature 

114 B L at Anchor No. 1. 

115 R 



Tablo 8 oontinuod 

Data Logger 
Channel No. 

Tomporaturo Location 2ýrpo of Tomporaturo 
measuromont 

116 V Radial Borehole 

117 0 L Air Tomporaturo 

118 R At Anchor No. 1 

119 - "- Calibration Channol 

120 V 

121 A L Radial Borehole 

122 R 

123 v 

124 B L Rock Toinporaturo 

125 R 

126 V At Anchor No. 2 

127 C L 

128 R 

129 - - Calibration Channol 

130 v 

131 A L Radial Borehole 

132 R 

133 v 
134 B L Air Temperature 

135 R At Anchor No. 2 

136 V 
137 C L 

138 R 
139 Calibration Channel 



Tablo 8 continued 

Data Logger 
Channel No. 

Thormistor Location Typo of Temperature 
measurement 

140 V 

141 A L Radial Borehole 

142 R 

143 v 
144 B L Rook Temperature 

145 R 

146 V At Anchor No. 3 

147 C L 

148 g 

149 Calibration Channel 

150 v 

151 A L Radial Borehole 

152 R Air Temperature 

153 v 

154 B L At Anchor No. 3 

155 R 
156 V Radial Borehole 

157 C L Air Temperature 

158 R At Anchor No. 3 

159 Calibration Ch=ol 

160 V 
161 A L Radial Borehole 

162 R 

163 V Rock Temperature 

164 B L 

165 R 

166 v At Anchor No. 4 

167 C L 



Tablo 8 oontinuod aft 

Data Loggor 
Channel No. 

Thormistor Location Typo of Temperature 
moaouremont 

168 R 

169 Calibration Channel 

170 V 
MOM 

171 A L Radial Borehole 

172 R 

173 V 
174 B L Air Temporaturo 

175 R 

176 V At Anchor No. 4 

177 C L 

178 R 

179 .. .. Calibration Channel 

180 V 

181 A L 

182 R 

183 V Temperature at 

184 B L Radial Borehole 

185 R Cover Plato 

186 V 

187 C L 

188 R 
189 Calibration Channel 

190 V 
191 A/B L Temperature 6" 

192 R From Cavity Surface 

193 V 
194 B/C L 

195 R 

199 Calibration Channol 



Table 8 oontinuod 

Data LoGgor 
Channel No. 

wftd 

Thormistor Location Typo of Tomporaturo 
measurement 

200 V 

201 A/B L Temperature 4" 

202 R 

203 V From Cavity Surfaco 

204 B/C L 

205 R 
206 Calibration Channel 

210 V 

211 A/B L Temperature 2" 

212 R 

213 V From Cavity Surface 

214 B/C L 

215 R 
219 - - Calibration Channel 

220 V 

221 A/B L Temperature 1" 

222 R 

223 V From Cavity Surface 

224 B/C L 

225 R 

229 - - Calibration Channel 

230 V 
231 A/B L Temperature " 

232 R 

233 V From CavitySurfaoo 
234 B/C L 

235 R 
236 -- - Calibration Channol 



Table 8 continued 

Data Logger 
Channel No* 

Thormistor Looation Typo of Tomporaturo 
measurement 

240 V 

241 A/B L Temperature j" 

242 R 

243 V From Cavity Surfapo 

244 B/C L 

245 R 

246 .. .. Calibration Chunnol 

250 V 
251 A/B L Temperature at 

252 R 

253 V Cavity Surface 

254 B/C L 

255 R 
256 Calibration Chonnol 

260 V 

261 A L 

262 R Diamotral 

263 V 
264 B L Extonsometors 

265 R 

266 V 

267 C L 

268 R 
240 - Calibration Channel 



TNblo 8 oontinü d 

Data Loggor 
Channel No. 

Th©rmistor Location Typo of Tomporaturo 
moasuromont 

270 V 

271 A/B L Longitudinal 

272 R 

273 V brtonsomotors 

274 B/C L 

275 R 
276 Calibration Channol 
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The data logger soaanod the channels every minute and the 
information recorded on both printed paper roll, pun. -hod paper tape 

and eventually stored on magnetic disc mountable on the IBM 360/67 

computer. Graphs of the intermediate standard thermistor road-out 

against the individual thermistor read-outs werd plotted on the on-line 
graph plotter, and as expected, indicated a straight line relationship. 

6.3.4 Secondary oalibration 

The National Physical Laboratory calibration report included 

a table of resistance against temperature for ovary C° throughout the 

range -20 to +60°C. One of the thermistors so calibrated was used to 

accurately measure the temperature of the oil pool in the heat sink. 
This accurately calibrated thormistor was placed in one arm of a Post 

Office type potentiometer, the other throe arms being two fixed resistors 

and one variable resistor. The intermediate standard thermistor was 

wired into the appropriate channel in the first block of channels to 

undergo secondary calibration. This intermediate standard and the NPL 

standard were placed in the heat sink and the temperature lowered to 

approximately -30°C. The variable resistor of the potentiometer 

was sot to the resistance of the NPL standard at -20°C and the temp-- 

eraturo of the oven allowed to slowly rise. 

When tho temporature of the heat sink reached -200Cl as indicated 

by the balancing of a spot galvanometer connected across the potentiometer, 
the "read" button of the data logger was depressed, thus recording the 

data logger reading of the intermediate standard at -20°C. This proooduro 

was repeated every degree throughout the calibration range. The intor- 

mediato standard was transferred to the "calibration channel" on the next 
block of ton channels and the calibration continued. 

The secondary calibration data was recorded on punched paper tapp 

and storod on magnetic disc. Computer programmos wore written to compute 
tho relationship botwoon tomporaturo and the data logger road-out of 
each individual thermistor and. the information presented in the form of 

calibration tables. 
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6.3.5 Bri ,0 supply voltaR© 

At the commencement of the calibration work, it was assumed that the 

stabilised voltages supplied by each ML100B commutating unit were identical. 
It waa subsequently discovered that this was not true, the supply from 

each unit differing from each other by a millivolt or two. It transpirod 
that this difference in supply voltage rendered inaccurate the results 
from one block of ohannols. 

The pair of thermistors attached to each anchor are wirod in such 
a way that they must work off the same supply. It can be soon from 
Table 8 that all the thermistora measuring rock temperature on the No. 3 

anchors are connected to channels 140-8t and the thormistors measuring air 
temperature at the No. 3 anchors are connected to channels 150-8. Channels 
140-8 and channels 150-8 arc on different commutating units which have 

slightly different supply voltages. Therefore, the air and rock temperature 

thermistors on the No. 3 anchors, having been calibrated with the supply 
voltage from their own commutating units, must work from the same supply. 
If the supply is taken from the first commutating unit, the air temperature 

readings will be inaccurate, and if taken from the second unit, the rook 
temperature readings would be inaccurate. As the rock temperature readings 
are more important, the pairs of thormistors on the No. 3 anchors are 

supplied from the first commutating unit, and the air temperature readings 

rejected as inaccurate. 

6.3.6 Final calibration ureonution4 

After each block of channole had boon oalibratod, note was takon 

of the value of the onorgising supply and tho settings of the coarse und 
fine scaling potenticraoters. The bridgo balancing potentiometers wore 
all coaled with sealing wax to provont accidontal disturbance of tho setting. 
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The data logger bridge balancing potentiometers have no 
facilities for indicating their exact setting. If one such poten- 
tiometer malfunctioned and had to be replaced, a method was devised 

whereby the replacement could be set at the same value as the original. 
The potentiometer settings were indirectly recorded by plugging a 

calibration box into each channel and noting the channel reading. If 

a potentiometer failed, the replacement could be adjusted until the 

required data logger reading was achieved. 

6.3.7 In situ reoalibration 

When the thermistors were installed, large errors in temperature 

readings were discovered. Although ambient rook temperature was 
approximately 13°C, most of the thermistors indicated temperatures 
between 30°C and 35°C. An investigation of this problem, discussed 

in Section 8.31 indicated that the only recourse was to effect an 
in situ recalibration of the thermistors. 
6.3.7.1 Limits of accuracy 

A table of resistance values for every Centigrade degree between 

-80°C and +120°C was supplied with every thermistor received from 

the manufacturers. Fig. 36 shows a graph of the accuracy of this table, 

indicating that within the proposed temperature range of this experiment, 

an accuracy of between ±0.30° 
and 

±0.350° 
may be expected. Despite 

this large error inherent in the manufacturers tolerances, a con- 

sideration of the statistics of the readings suggest that better 

accuracies should be possible. Within the manufacturers tolerance 

of 
±1% 

on resistance, a normal distribution of resistance values 

would be expected. If this is so, it was reasonable to expect a 
68% probability that the error on any thermistor would be less than 
±0.165°c. 
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An increase in accuracy of the final results was achiovod 
by taking moan values of the temperature at a specific depth. An 

analysis of the variance of the temperature readings loads to an 

estimate in confidence of this averaging procedure. Since it is 

the integral of the temperature gradient that must be considered in 

the displacement equations, and since the variation of integrals 

is likely to be less than the variation in temperature readings, 

averaging of those integrals is likely to be justifiable oven if the 

temperature readings show a fairly wide spread. A further analysis 

of the variance of these integrals will load to a measure of con- 
fidenoo in the final result. 

It was concluded that an aoooptable degree of accuracy could 
be achieved by using the table of temperature - resistance values 

supplied by the manufacturer in the recalibration procedure. 

6.3.7.2 Thermistor recalibration 

Thermistor reoalibration involved the removal of the thermistors 

from their circuits at a point inside the cavity and the substitution 
of a resistance box. The resistance box was connected to the thermistor 

terminals using wire of a similar type and length to that used to 

connect the thermistors. Any temperature may be simulated by adjusting 
the resistance box to the resistance of the thermistor at that temp- 

oraturo. 

Using this technique, the data logger scaling and balance was 

adjusted to give a reading of -0500 at -5°C and approximately +3000 

at +30°C. Data logger readings were then recorded for every C° between 

-20°C and +60°C. A set of readings for each thermistor channel was 

rocorded on punched paper tape for subsequent analysis on the IBM 

360/67 computer. 
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An investigation of the tomporaturo readings after rooalibration 
indicated that this calibration was successful; tha variations in 
temperature at a specific depth was never greater than 0.3C°. Both 
the resistance box and a calibration box was plugged into the data 
logger immediately after recalibration to provide information to 

enable any future shift in balance or coaling to be quickly and 

easily detected. This information allows simple adjustments to be 

mado to the data logger in the event of any unexpected shifts. 

6.4 Moasuremont of tho radial tomperature distribution 

The radial temperature measurements were taken by equipping 
each of the anchors used in the radial deformation instrumentation 

with a pair of thormistors. One of those thormistors was embedded 
in a rubber ring fitted around the anchor cone just above the 

expanding anchoring ring. Setting the anchor in the borehole 

expanded the rubber ring until its outer faces containing the thorm- 

istor, was pressed tightly against the borehole wall. This may be 

more clearly understood by referring to Fig. 27. The other thorm- 

istor fitted to the anchors was used to monitor borehole air temper- 

ature, end is discussed in Section 6.6. 

The borehole mouth plates and borehole end oovers wore both 

made from stainless steel. Any temperature change in the cavity would 
be conducted through this metal and cause convootion currents in the 

borehole air-spaeo. The convection currents could quite easily change 
the temperature of the borehole instrumentation and rock surface, 

and would invalidate the measurement of the rock temperature gradient. 
To minimise these effects, the boroholos wore stuffed with glass 

wool during anchor installation. 
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6.5 Near eurfaoe thermomotry 

The temperature gradient near to the cavity surface wan 
predicted to be quite steep, especially during the early stages 
of a tomporature test. The steepness of the temperature gradient 
demands that measurements must be taken at a number of points 
within a short radial distance of each other if a high degree of 
accuracy is required. A study of the predicted temperature gradients 
advised measurements at the rook surface and at -1410 ist 

I lot, Vol 
4" und 6" deep into the rock mass. The radial borehole temperature 

measurements would complete the survey of radial tomporatur© dis- 
tribution. 

6.5.1 Host material tests 

A short discussion of the siting of the near surfcLoo therm- 

ometry stations and the problems involved in obtaining accurate 
temperature measurements is given in Section 3.3. It was suggested 
in Section 3.3 that a temporaturo probe could seriously affect, by 

its presenoot the temperature gradient in area of rook under invest- 

igation. Consequently a series of tests were conducted to ascertain 
the most suitable material for the tomperaturo probe. 

Three methods of meaeuroment were considerod, using three 

different typos of temperature probe:. 

i) An araldito rod, thermistors cast in place 
ii) A salt/araldite rod with thermistors set in longitudinal 

groovos. 

iii) A salt cylindor with thormistors housed in radial holes. 
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The thermistors wore sot j", ', 1"9 2", 4" und 6" from one 

end of the host material. In mothoda i) and ii) the heat path 
crosses a salt or salt/araldito film which separates the thermistor 
bead from the salt. Although the film was quito thin, loss than *", 

a time lag was predicted boforo the thormistor bead oamo up to the 

temperature of the surrounding salt. The thormistors could not 

register a higher tomporature than tho surrounding salt as the 
thermal conductivity of araldite or an araldito/salt mix is loss 

than that of rook salt. The purpose of this test thoroforo, was to 

evaluate the time lag in methods i) and ii); if this was not sig- 

nificantly largo, the technically difficult salt cylinder method 

could be dispensed with. The three temperature probos woro con- 

structed as follows: - 

i) Six thormistors woro cast into an araldito rod 64" long by 
4'dicmeter with tho loads brought straight to the front face of the 

rod. The thermistor beads were less than 1/32" from the rod surface. 

ii) A rod was cast, 6k" long by -i" diametor, from a material 

consisting of 50% araldito and 50% .- 120 mush rook salt. Grooves 

1ý1 deep by 31161, wide were millod longitudinally to house the therm-- 

istors. The 61, and 4" thermistor loads came straight to the front; 

the other four thormistor leads were taken to the back and then 

brought out. The thermistors wore cemented in position using the 

same araldito/salt mix as the host material. 

iii) The principle involved in using a rook salt probe supposes 
that an element of salt has boon removed from the cavity fitted with 

thormistors, and than replaced. The cylinder was made as long as 

possible to minimise the effects of tomporaturo gradient disturbance 

on the temperature gradient within the first six inches of the probe. 
Radial holes, 3/32" in diameter were drilled into a cylinder of 

salt 1 31/32" diamotor by 12" long, to house thorraistors. The depth 

and circumferential position of the four front holes was varied 
to preserve the strength of the cylinder. Longitudinal grooves, 
k deep by 3/16" wide, were milled into the salt such that tho 

loads from thermistors 4' to 2" were taken to the back of the 

cylinder boforo being brought to the front; thormistors 4" and 6" 

had their leads brought straight to the front. 
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The three probes were cemented into tight fitting holes in 

the upper surface of a block -of salt 31 by 21 3" by 21 611 deep. 
Surface temperature of the block was monitored at several points 
by cementing in thermistors. The surface was covered with a stool 
hood, cemented in place, and steam used to raise the surface temperature. 
The thermistors were connected, via suitable bridges, to the data logger 

to give continuous monitoring of surface and sub-surfaoe temperatures. 
The conclusions of this test are as followss- 

a) The steam generator was not efficient enought to produce a 

uniform temperature distribution along the top surface of the 

salt, i. e. there was a temperature gradient from inlet to outlet. 

b) The steam near the inlet removed the ooatings of aluminium paint 

protecting the salt surface and created a vent to the bottom of the 

salt block. The vent did not invalidate certain comparisons bet- 

ween the two ar Idite probes as they wore equidistant from the 

vent. The previously drawn conolusiono made the interpretation 

of the data moro difficult, but the following points may be 

accepted as a generalisation of the situation. 

o) The time lag botween salt temperature, measured by the salt probe, 

and the araldito probe was greater than that of the araldite/ 

salt probe. This time lag appearod to inorecse with time, rate 

of temperature rise and the depth of temperature measurement. 

d) There was no indication that the temperature readings were in- 

fluenced by heat conduotion along the thermistor leads. 

In view of the uno©rtainty of the results of this experiment and the 

implied time lag of araldite probes, it was decided to construct the near 

surface temperature probes from rook salt. After many attempts, six 
cylinders 12" long by 1 15/161, in diamotor wore machined from rook salt. 
This test indicated that there was no noticable heat conduction along 
the leads and consequently design of the rook salt probe was simplified 
by bringing the thermistor leads straight out to the front of the probe. 
A front view of the probe is shown in Fig. 38. 
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6.5.2 Temperature probe installation 

Six holes 1211 long by 2" in diamotor were drilled into the 

cavity surface at the locations described in Section 3.3. The backs 

of the holes were ground flat for a good thermal contact with the end 

of the probes. The probes, fitted with thermistors in the pattern 
described, had an addcitional thermistor cemented to the front and to 

monitor surface temperature. Installation of the probes into their 

respective holds proved to be quite difficult duo to the tight fit 
(116" on diameter). Tho araldite used to cement the probes in 

position acted as a seal making the probe behave like a piston in a 

cylinder, but time and patience solved this problem. 

6.6 Instrument thermometry 

The experimental programme proposed changes in the cavity air 
temperature of 

±15e° from ambient. In view of the high degree of 

accuracy required from the deformation transducers, a temperature 

variation of 3000 would have a noticeable effect on the results of those 

measurements, even though most of the active components of the instrum- 

entation wore constructed from invar. Section 5.2.3 describes the 

precautions taken to compensate for electrical and mechanical transducer 

output variations due to temperature changes, but does not indicate 

the correction factors to be applied for temperature variations in the 

instrumentation connected to the transducers. 

The radial deformation transducers wore sited in a cluster near 
the borehole mouth and mechanically connected to the pointo under 
investigation by anchors, and push rods made from invar. These rods 

would tend to take on the temperature of the surrounding rock, and due 

to the precautions taken to eliminate convection currents, a temperature 

gradient would exist along the rods. Although constructed from invar, 

the temperature variations would cause small changes in the lengths of 
the push rods which would be especially notieablo in the longer lengths. 
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Ideally the temperature of the rods should be measured at various 
points and a correction factor derived from some integral of the 
temperature gradient. However, technical difficulties prohibited 
measurements of this typo and the air temperature at each anchor 
was measured inotoad. From those readings a subroutine in the data 

handling program calculated the appropriate correction factor. 

The variations in the temperature of the diametral and 
longitudinal oxtensomotora were monitored by means of thormiators 
tightly taped to the duralumin transducer housingo. Although ideally 

the actual invar push rod temperature should be measured it was felt 

that the rate of change of temperature was low enough to permit this 

simplification. Once again, a subroutine in the chain handling program 

calculated the temperature correction factor and automatically oom- 

pensated for changes in temperature. 

" 6.7 Teener emonitoring and alas Mate_ 

The experimental procedure involved several hours of intense 

activity in bringing the cavity to the required state of temperature and 
/or pressure followed by several days of routine instrument monitoring. 
It was felt that some system giving a quiek visual apprication of 

cavity condition would be useful during the early stages of a test. 

An alarm system, to be switched on during the routine phase of the 

tests, would protect the experiment operatives from overlooking any 

malfunction of the temperature and pressure control systems. 

Several thormistors were cemented to the cavity wzill and 

connected by suitable bridges to a chart recorder. The recorder could 
be sot to give a semi-continuous plot of approximate rook surface 
temperature, thus leaving the data logger completely free for instrument 

monitoring. Two more thermistora were wired into a temperature drift 

alarm system. The alarm could be sot to operate a warning light and 

audible signal should cavity temperature drift above or below pro- 
determined limits. 
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7" EXPERIMENTAL PLANT AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMFýd'P 

7.1. Introduction 

The acoount of the in situ experiment no far has been limited to 
theoretical considerations and to the detection of physical changes in 
the rook mass due to imposed loading conditions. It is now proposed to 
discuss the means of achieving the desired loading conditions. This 
discussion also includes some aspects of the engineering problems 
encountered and briefly describes ancillary instrumentation and equipment. 

7.2. Electrical power supplies 

The power supply to the site is taken from the Moulton No. 2 Panel 
feeder rated at 3.3 KD, 200 KVA, and is transmitted to the electrical 
plant by means of several transformers and two distribution boards. The 

incoming power is collected by the main transformer, stepped down to 

415V 3 PH 50 Hz and is fed to the main distribution board. This dis- 

tribution board supplies the compressor, heater/chillor and a transformer 

feeding the instrument hut distribution board with single phase 240V. 

The hut distribution board supplies the data logger, chart recorder, hut 

lighting and heating systems and a water boiler; two transformers in the 

hut atop this power down to supply 110V and 50V a. c. sockets. 

The compressor control panel is tapped to provide one phase for 

transformation down to 240V which is used to feed a distribution board 

in the access room. This board is used to power the cavity fans, access 

room lights, and two transformers. One transformer supplies the photo- 

graphic equipment with 24V d. c. whilst the other feeds sockets with 
50V and 25V a. o. The electrical distribution scheme is shown schematically 
in Fig. 39. 
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7.3. Instrwnent virina data 1ogzing system 

The instrumentation and alarm systems involve the use of 54 
displacement transducers and 144 thermistors, and obviously r©quiros 
some form of data logging equipment if readings are to be taken at 
frequent intervals. A survey of the market indicated that the Modulog 
data logging system, manufactured by Interoole Systems Ltd., beat 

suited the needs of this experiment. 

The equipment is shown in Fig. 40. On the left is the main 
control cabinet showing, from top to bottom, the digital clock dis- 
playing the time 16.09 on the 13th day, the digital voltmeter displaying 
the reading "-0388, the commutator drive unit and the printer/punch 
drive unit. On the right are the commutating units, from top to bottom, 
typ© 14L1033 capable of monitoring up to 100 channels and used to log 
transducer readings below which are four ML10013 units, each capable 
of monitoring 50 channels und used to log thermistor readings. On top 

of the cabinets, from left to right, are the punch, printer and remote 
digital voltmeter. Pig. 41 shows the data logger installed in the 
instrument hut. 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to describe in detail the 

circuitry connecting the instruments to the data logger, although an 
indication of the complexity may be gained from Fig. 42 and Fig. 43. 
A schematic circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 42 whilst Fig. 43 shows the 

access room junction boxes. 

7.4" Cavity pre ssurisation egruipment 

For reasons of safety, convenience and oconorr it was decided to 

pressurise the experimental cavity with compressed air. This gives a fair 

approximation to operational gas storage conditions as air is in martyr 
respects thermodynamically similar to natural gas. The elastic model 
predicted that rook movements large enough to be conveniently analysed 
could be induced by an internal pressure of 200 psi. The free air 
delivery rate was not thought to be critical as once the cavity was at the 

required pressure the compressor would only have to power ancillary equip- 
ment and compensate for leaks. 
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7.4.1. The air comrroseor 

The cavity was pressuris©cd by an Atlas Copoo BT414D air compressor 
delivering 126 o. f. m. of free air at a maximum pressure of 200 psi. 
The compressor, fitted with an intercooler and discharge pulsation dampur, 

fed compressed air to an aftercooler. Leaving the after cooler, the air 
was lead through a dryer, a filter to take out any oil mist, and finally 
to an air receiver. Pressure was controlled by a control valve, which 

could be set anywhere between atmosphere and 200 psi, and was installed 

just after the air receiver. The equipment may be seen on the right 

of Fig. 44. 

7.4.2. Comprossed air pipowork 

Compressed air was supplied to Cavity L by means of 3" N. B. 

pipework, installed at gradients suitable for the extraction of con- 
d-nsates by strategically placed drain valves. The pipework shown in 

Fig. 45 is extended so that Cavity R may be pressurised if so desired. 

The pipework, including interconnections between the compressing plant, 
is fitted with several pressure gauges for visual checks and monitoring, 

with two pressure transducers installed in the pipework near the cavities. 
One of these transducers transmits information to the data logger whilst 
the other is connected to the chart recorder for semi-continuous monitoring. 

Tho compressed air pipework was extended to allow for rapid cavity 
depressurisation in the event of an emergency. A 6" N. B. main, 
installed just after the air control valve, could discharge compressed 

air at a point remote from the working areas. The largo diameter valve 

which controlled this operation was fitted near the pressure control 

equipment at the ramp top. 
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7.5. The heaterlchiller system 

The heater/chiller system was designed to perform two funotionss- 

(i) To raise or lower cavity temperature, maintain cavity temperature 

at this level, and then to bring cavity temperature back to ambient 

rook temperature. 

(ii) To maintain cavity temperature at ambient rock temperature, counter- 

acting heat changes induced by adiabatic compression or expansion 

of air during compression teste. 

The experimental programme proposed raising and lowering the 

temperature of the cavity surface a maximum of 15C0 from the ambient 

rock temperature. This temperature differential was imposed by using a 

heat exchanging system to adjust the temperature of the cavity air space. 
Control equipment, monitoring cavity surface temperature, could raise, 
lower or maintain any temperature between --15°C and 50°C. This was 

done by mixing refrigerant coming from two tanks, one held at -15°C, 
the other at 50°Ct and passing it through a heat oxchanger installed 

in the exporiment al cavity. 

7.5.1. The chiller 

The chiller has a capacity for removing 115,000 B'IU/hr and can 
induce a cavity surface temperature as low as -15°C. The chilling system 

consists of an electrically driven compressor and air cooled condenser 

which supplies chilled refrigerant to a cold storage tank. This equip- 

ment is fitted in a closed loop, with the chilled refrigerant (ethylene 

glycol) drawn from the cold storage tank as and when required. 
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7.5.2. The he ter 

The heating cyetem consists of a 36 KID thermostatically controlled 
immersion heater pumping ethylone glycol to a hot storage tank. The 

refrigerant in the hot tank is maintained at approximately 50°C. Once 

again, this equipment is installed as a closed loop with hot refrigerant 
being dravm from tho hot storage tank as required. 

7.5.3. The heat ©xohang©r 

The heater and chiller provides hot and cold ronervoirs of 

ethylene glycol, both activities being operated from a control panel. 
The control panel may be adjusted to supply the cavity heat oxohcnger 

with refrigerant at a required temperature. Six platinum resistance 
thermometers monitoring cavity surface temperature, provide a reference 

for automatic cavity surface temperature adjustment and control. 

The control circuits incorporating the resistance thermometers 

activato a motorised mixing valve which can vary the demand from the 

hot and cold reservoirs. The control panel gives a visual indicaticn 

of the proportion of the liquid being drawn from each tank and contin-- 

uously plots cavity surfaoe temperature on a built in chart recorder. 

The cavity heat exchanger, consisting of upper and lower loops, 

may be seen in Fig. 46, and was constructed from 61' N. H. copper pipes. 
The flow through each loop can be adjusted to counteract the tendency 

for the upper half of the cavity to be warmer than the lower half. The 

inlet pipe divides outside the cavity to provide an inlet for each of the 

loops and a similar arrangement exists for the refrigerant outlet. The 

valve assemblies controlling this operation may be seua in Fig. 45" 

Other valves were fitted so that the refrigerant supply to Cavity L 

could be cut off and Cavity R supplied instead. 
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The refrigerr: nt was pumpod to the cavity heat exchanger 
through 1' N. B. pipowork covered with 1? ' thick polystyrene insulation. 
Pig. 45 shows the five purge valves used for releasing trapped air 
from the system. A header tank, installed near the roof of the ramp 
top area, was connected to both the heating and chilling systems and 

catered for volumetric changes in the refrigerant duo to temperature 

variations. 

7.6. Air oiroulation fans 

Although the cavity heat exchanger was doegnod to minimise the 

effects of convection currents, it gras thought come stratification of 

air temperatures would take place. To counteract this, a form of 

ventilation system gras required to thoroughly mix the air in the cavity, 

attempting to achieve a uniform cavity air temperature. Rather than 

specially design fans for this purpose, it was thought more advisable 
to modify commercially available fans. Consequently orders were placed 
for two PVD90 ceiling fans, manufactured by Electric Fans & Controls 

Ltd. 

The swept diameter of these fans was 310" and the bearings wo:: - 

of such a type that the fan could be operated in the horizontal position* 
The modifications were limited to reducing the fan blade length, so that 

the fan could be operated within the confines of the heat exchanger, and 
to the design of suitable supporting brackets. The fans were installed 

at opposite ends of the cavity and run in contrary directions. The 

fan support brackets were designed to allow the fans to be strung to 

one side, allowing easior access to the cavity. This was done by un- 

serewring two clamping bolts and removing two of the throe fan blades. 

The fans, out down to 21 4-" swept diameter and running at 280 r. p. m., 

were operated by a low voltage relay energised from the instrument hut. 

The fan motor starting capacitors, being unable to withstand high 

pressures, were resited outside the cavity and connected to the motors 

via the cable gland through the plug. 
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7.7. The photographic eguipmont 

Whichever mathematical model wao found to bo moot suitable for 

predicting long; term cavity stability, somo criteria of failure would 
have to be dofined. In view of the weakness of rook aalt in tension 

it Uraa decided that the primary criterion of failure should be a zero 

stress condition. How©ver, crack initiation and propagation in the 

cavity walls would provido invaluable data on the behaviour of rook 

salt, and so crack initiation was adopted as a secondary criterion 

of failure. 

Information on crack initiation and propagation was to be recorded 
by means of remote controlled photography. It was decided to photo- 

graph the rook at two points along the cavity, with the cameras rotat- 

ing about the cavity axis such that a series of photographs of the 

circumference of the cavity could be taken. The two cameras were 

sited between the diametral measurement etationa. 

7.7.1. The c=eran 

The photographic equipment was built around Agfa R. C. B. came. -,:.. s 

fitted with 60 mm f4.5 Solagon lensoe. The lenses, were vented to 

enable them to withstand the 200 psi pressures The camera magazines 

accepted 51 ft (17 metres) of 35 mm film which was wound onto the 

tako-up cassettes by a 12V motor. Variable power ring flash units, 

coupled to the camera trigger mechanism, provided the necessary 

illumination. 

7.7.2. Crunera rotation mechanism 

The camera rotation mechanism was designed to diroot the cameras 

at twelve points on the cavity circumferences The cameras, rotating 

about the cavity axis, would move the first podtion, stop, expose the 

film and grind on to the next frame, and continuo to the next position 

until all twelvo exposures had boon completed. The camera would then 

be rotated back along its original path to the start position to 

await tho time signal to begin tho noxt scan. 
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The oamora rotation mechanism ehowm in Fig. 47t oonoiato of 
a framework with a power unit at one and and a shaft at the other. 
This shaft is fitted with a large sprocket which in chain driven 
by the power unit. The camera and flash are fitted to an arm looatod 

radially at the opposite end of the shaft to the sprocket. Twolvo 

cams and two pegs are attached to a largo diet bolted to the sprocket. 
The two pegs each operate a microswitch mounted on the frame, ono 
starting and the other stopping and reversing the rotation mechanism. 
The cams operate a mioroswitoh which activates the oamora and flash 

mechanisms. The camera rotation mechanism is designed to contra. 

rotate after a complete scan in order to eliminate sliprings frocithe 

mechanism design. It was felt that slipring contacts would not with- 

stand the corrosive atmosphere of the salt cavities. 

7.70. C=orn oontrol eguiwont owftm 

The camora control equipment was designed to allow the camera 
to take a photograph every 300 in such a mariner that the same twelve 

positions were photographed during each rotation. When the rotat.. on 

mechanism is in the "start" position a peg, mounted on the sprockoT, 
disc, rests on a mioroswitch which maintains the control circuits 
in a de-energised state. The circuits can be energised manually f)m 

a push button or by a signal from the control clock; either of these 

devices overrides the open mieroswiteh and allows the motor to turn 

the camera. Wh©n the camera driving sprocket turns, the peg on the 

sprocket disc allows the microswitch to close, providing continuous 

onergisation of the control circuits. 

The camera driving sprocket continues to turn until a cam 

mounted on the sprocket disc strikes a mioroswitch. This mioroswitch 
disconnects the motor from the supply, and signals the power unit to 

disengage the clutch and apply the brake, causing the camera to come 
to an abrupt halt. The control cams are sharp edged, thus ensuring 
that the camera halts at the same position in each complete rotation. 
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The control circuits allow the cameras to pauso, enabling vibrations 

caused by the abrupt halt to subside. A few seconds later the camera 

shutter and flash circuits are activated and a photograph taken. 

After this exposure the camera automatically winds the film on to 

the next framo. A relay then short circuits the cam-operated micro- 

switch for a short time, re-energises the drive motor, and allows the 

camera to rotate to the next area to be photographed. 

When all twelve photographs in the scan have boon taken, the 

cameras continue to rotate for a short distance until the second peg 

on the sprocket dito hits a mioroswitch. This switch reverses the 

direction of camera rotation, simultaneously do-onorgising circuitry 

not directly involved with simple camera rotation. The camera coni in- 

uos to turn in the reverse direction until the "start" peg engage- the 

microswitch which de-energises the whole circuit. Another oompleto sc 

be ordered by the manual push button or an automatic signal from '. '. ie 

control clock. 

The control clock can be set to activate the circuits froL 

every five minutes to every six hours. Tho fifty-one feet of 35 
.. ý 

film in the magazin© allows up to 450 exposures of 24 x 36 mm fry--., 3. 

This permits up to 37 complete scans without reloading the oamera 

magazines. The aperture, shutter spood and flash power were determined 

experimentally and designed to allow sufficient depth of field to 

cater for minor surface irregularities. Fig. 48 shows a photograph 
taken by this recording system. 

7.8. Site ventilation 

The experiment site, located in a dead end off the north west 

corner of Moulton No. 2 Panel, required ventilation to satisfy statuatonr 

regulations and to cool experimental plant. Suitable ventilation was 

achieved by an auxiliary forcing fan taking air from the main return 

airway. The airstream was directed through ducting to the ramp top 

area to assist in cooling the compressor and hoator/chillor. 
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FIG. 43 INSTRUMENT WIRING JUNCTION BOXES 



FIG. 44 VIEW OF THE RAMP TOP, WITH THE HEATER/CHILLER ON THE LEFT AND COMPRESSOR 
ON THE RIGHT. 
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FIG. 47 THE INTERIOR OF THE INSTRUMENTED CAVITY 
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CHAPTER 8 

PROBLEMS IIJCOUNTERID DUR12TG THE COMMISSIONING OF THE 

IN SITU EXPERIMENT 



s. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTE ED DURING THE COMMISSIONING 

8.1. Introduction 

An in situ experiment of the size and scope described in the 

previous chapters includes both complex instrumentation problems and 

engineering difficulties which must be solved before any experimental 
work can begin. Some of these problems were encountered before the 

commissioning tests took place whilst others were only discovered during 

the preliminary runs preceding the actual experiments. 

The instrumentation scheme, because of the difficult installation 

conditions, had marry ainor faults such as dry soldered joints, short 
circuits and broken wires but these minor difficulties will not be die- 

cussed in any detail. However, both the temperature and deformation 

measurement systems developed major faults which took many weeks to trace 

and rectify. 

The heater/ohiller system posed several problems both during tie 

installation phase and under operational conditions. The compressed r-, _. r 

system, apart from cavity sealing problems which were quickly rectified, 
functioned satisfactorily. 

8.2. Deformation transducer problems 

A survey of the transducer readings soon after they were installed 

revealed large fluctuations in their outputs. These fluctuations were 
of the order of several thousands of an inch. Several explanations 

could account for the random variations in transducer output: - 

q 
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(i) Variations in the transducer supply from the 6V d. c* 

power pack 
(ii) Variations in the mine supply to the transducer power pack 
(iii) Shunting conductance across transducer terminals duo to 

the hygroscopic salt dust 
(iv) Mochanical vibration causal by dump trucks running along 

a main roadway 150 yards from the cavity. 

8.2.1. Investigation of possible causes of transducer failure 

(i) The 6V d. c* supply from the transducer power pack was 

monitored over a period of several hours. This supply was found to be 

stable to within 
±0.17° (the limit of the measuring equipment available 

at that time) and consequently the transducer power pack was eliminated 

as a cause of transducer malfunction. 

(ii) The stability of mine electrical supplies is notoriously 

poor duo to voltage fluctuations caused by switching of high powered 

equipment such as winders, crushers and production machines. Electrical 

power at the Meadowbank Mine can be taken from three sources; the .,. E. G. B* 

grid, the I. C. I. local grid and an emergency generator. Various s-ritching 

arrangements assured a minimum of 230V from the feeder transformer supply- 
ing the transducer power pack. 

The supply to the transducer power pack was monitored by a slow- 

response clockwork recording voltmeter for two days and was at all times 

between 240V and 250V. The supply was closely monitored over a two hour 

period and was seen to vary between 246V and 248V. 
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An ultra violet recorder with a response of 2kHz was 

connected across the mains supply. This showed a voltage dip of 
12V when the cavity compressor was switched on and the winder 

at No. 3 shaft produced a change of 6V every 25 seconds. The 

ultra violet recorder was used principally for the detection of 

transients and none were found. The same trace, shown on a cathode 

ray oscilloscope, indicated a minor signal of approximately 2 kHz 

imposed on the mains supply. 

These minor variations in the voltage and frequency applied to 

the transducer power pack could not induce the large fluctuations in 

transducer output. Although an investigation of the power supply 

eliminated this as a possible cause of transducer failure it was still 
felt that the problem was an electrical one. Consequently it was 
decided to install a transducer power supply system that was completely 

independent of mains supply. 

The alternative power supply was provided by two 12V lead-acid 

batteries connected in series. These batteries were continuously trickle 

charged --. n d the 24V output fed to a pair of cascading stabilising trans- 

formers. The first transformer took the relatively stable 24V from the 

batteries and converted it to a stable 12V. The second transformer 

converted the 12V to 6V and increased the degree of stabilization to 

640,000: 1. In other words, a fluctuation of one volt from the batteries 

would be passed on as 1.5uV to the transducer input. The transducer 

output variation gras directly proportional to the input variation, i. e. 
the percentage output variation would be the same percentage of input 

variation. The use of this alternative supply ensured that transducer 

malfunction could not be attributed to random supply variation. The 

improvement effected by the alternative supply was minimal, and this 

turn of events directed the investigation towards the transducers them- 

selves. 
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(iii) Shunting conductance coross the transduoor terminals was 
eleminated early in the investigation by drying the cavity with dry air 
from the cavity air compressor. The transducer terminals worn smeared 
with a desiccative gel with no effect. 

(iv) Previous investigations eliminated vibration as a cause 
of transducer failure. Qeophones were cemented to the access room walls 
and ground vibrations monitored by an oscilloscope. This vibration was 

negligible and could not cause the transducer malfunction. 

8.2.2. Variations in transducer demand 

The failure of the alternative supply to reotify the transducer 

output variations indicated that the problem lay in the wiring or the 

transducers themselves. Consultations with the transducer manufacturers 
revealed that the transducers took their supply in pulses to food the 

square wave oscillators, and not as a steady d. oo drain. Once this 

became clear the reason for transducer malfunction was at once apparent. 
The radial deformation transducers were supplied in groups of four and 
the diametral deformation transducers in groups of three, i. e., duo to 

space restrictions the groups had common supplies. 

The use of a common supply resulted in very :; ant voltage fluct- 

uations due to the transducer supply pulses occasionally boing superim- 
posed on each other. This meant that a transducer supply voltage was 
often decreased due to the drain imposed by the previous pulse from 

another transducer. This problem could be eliminated by two methods. 
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Rewiring tho transduoer supply so that each had a soparato 
supply would reotif)* the situation, but this solution was impractical 

due to lack of spa, oo in the cavity. The altornativo solution wao to 

connect capacitors across the transducer terminals. Toots in the 
laboratory indicated that 1000 uF capacitors would effectively decouplo 

the transducers and that the capacitors could withstand at least 3000 poi 

without damage. When all the transducers were fitted with capacitors, 
transducer output variations were brought within design limits. 

8.3. Investigation into the failure of the temporature measurement 

s st©m 

8.3.1. Discussion of the problems encountered 

After the temperature measurement system was installed, it was 
discovered that the thermistors indicated a temperature much higher 

than anticipated. Ambient rock temperature was approximately 13°C 

near the surface, but the thermistors on the first throo commutating 

units indicated between 30°C and 35°C whilst the fourth commutating 

unit indicated between 8°C and 12°C. These largo errors could not be 

accounted for by a design fault and accordingly the following possible 
faults wore investigateX: - 

(i) Errors in the wiring system 
(ii) Fluctuating power supply 
(iii) Short circuits due to condensation 
(iv) Thermistor malfunction 
(v) Excessive imbalance due to the effect of long extension loads 
(vi) Data logger malfunction 
(vii) Calibration errors 
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8.3.2. Errors in the wiring system ýiýrirý ýiýliýiýiiirýý 

The instrumentation circuits were thoroughly chocked, and 

apart from a few minor faults on individual channels, the circuits were 
found to be in a satisfactory condition and constructed exactly to the 

design specifications. 

8.3.3. Power supplyy fluctuations Ii1YrY 

The data logger is powered by 240V a. o. current taken from the 

mine supply and in turn provides the thermistor bridges with a stabilised 
4V d. c. supply. The data logger can tolerate a 10% fluctuation in 

power supply before its efficient operation is affected. An investigat- 

ion into the 4V supply indicated a variation of approximately 0.075% 

which cannot account for the erroneous thermistor readings. 

8.3.4" Short circuits duo to condensation 

Fluctuations in the temperature of the mine air and the 

exhalation of water vapour by personnel working in the cavity produced 

a certain amount of condensation. This condensate tended to collect in 

small pools along the cavity floor and had to be periodically dried out. 

It was possible that condensation precipitated at certain critical points 
in the instrumentation circuits could produce short circuits which could 
in some way affect the thermistor readings. The cavities were dried 

out using dry air from the cavity compressor and the circuit junction 

boxes treated with a water dispersent. This treatment did not affect 

the thermiotor readings in any way. 
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8.3.5. Thermiator malfunction 

It was remotely possible that the thermistors could have boon 

damaged by over-heating in the process of soldering on the extension 
leads. If this had occurred, the resistance of the thermistor would 
have been increased, causing a low temperature to be indicated on the 
data logger. However, the thermistors appeared to be reading too high, 

so apparently they were undamaged. To confirm this nine of the more 
accessible thermistors were removed from the circuit and brought to 

Newcastle for testing. All of these thermistors were found to be well 
within the makers tolerance. 

8.3.6. Excessive imbalance due to the effects of for oxtýon leads 

The Modulog data logger instruction manual stated that the 

data logger remote sensing facility eliminates voltage drop effects 
produced by long transmission cables between the instruments and the 

data logger. This was extremely misleading as it would only apply to 

an in situ calibration; the internal arrangements of the data logger 

are such that only one of the pairs of long loads is taken into 

account. This resulted in an unwanted imbalance in the bridge circuits. 

A Harther investigation of this problem revealed that the im- 
balance could not be wholly responsible for the erroneous thermistor 

readings. Several of the half bridges were reoonnooted to the data 
logger on short leads with resistors in place of thermistors to sim- 
ulate various temperatures. The results of these toots indicated a 
contraction of scaling from that sot in the calibration at Newcastle, 

although the scaling potentiometers had not been disturbed from their 

original setting. The scaling contraction was constant within each 
commutating unit but varied between a factor 3.4 and 4.1 for different 

commutating units. This gave a definite indication that there was a 
factor other than the imbalance due to long leads to be considered. 
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8.3.7. Data logger malfunction 

A service engineer from Interoolo Systems Ltd., tho makers of 
the data logger, subjected the data logger to a thorough examination and, 

apart from a faulty fine scaling potentiometer on the block of channels 
100-109, found the data logger to be in good working order. The engineer 

also studied the instrumentation Boheme and found no fault with the 

application of the data logging system. 

8.3.8. Calibration errors 

The possibility of some error in the calibration procedure 

causing erroneous thermistor readings was investigated. Any error in the 

procedure or wiring of the circuits would either cause a massive imbalance 

o: the bridges, or prevent the logging system from working at all. No 

possible calibration error could account for the apparent contraction in 

the scaling of the thermistor readings. 

8.3.9. Conclusions 

It was concluded that the temperature measurement system failed 

because of two unforseen factors. Firstly, ambiguities in the Modulog 

data logger manual misled the designer of the calibration system. The 

manual stated that long transmission lines would not produce any voltage 
drop effects; internal circuits in the data logger would supply automatic 
compensation. In actual fact, only one arm of the transmission lines is 

compensated for, thus producing severe bridge imbalanoo. It was this 

factor that was responsible for the zero shift which produced erroneous 
temperature readings. 
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However, a second factor in the problem existed, thLt which 

produced a scaling contraction. Although a thorough investigation wan 

conductedl both by Modulog and University engineers, thin factor was 

never identified. It was therefore concluded that the only possible 

recourse was to repeat the thermistor calibration 'in aitut. 

8.4. The jrressure retaining 21uR 

The first experiment commissioning test involved raising the 

cavity to 25 psi internal pressure and maintaining this pressure for 

several hours. The compressor was then shut down and the cavity allowed 
to unload through natural leakage. The ratio of compressor working time 

to compressor idling time and the rate of natural leakage indicated a 

serious leak around the pressure retaining plug. 

When the pressure had dropped to 15 psi the area around the 

plug was treated with soapy water. The resulting bubbles indicated 

a leak all the way around the plug periphery, with the greatest leakage 

at the top near to the wedge-shaped excavation used to place the cement. 
The cable glands and cavity door did not leak at all, but the left hand 

vent pipe leaked slightly indicating a poor seal on one of the borehole 

and covers* 

The resealing of the plug was undertaken by an I. C. I. engineer 

conversant with adhesive and sealing toohnology. Although the University 

recommended a plastic rather than a brittle sea]cant, a brittle sealant 

was used to construct a fillet on the inside interface of cavity and 

plug. The cavity was pressurised to assist in placing the sealant whoro 
it would do the most good. A second 25 psi tost suggested that the 

cavity had boon made almost completely airtight. 
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However, during an experiment conducted in lator months, it 

was discovered that this sealant had broken down and that it was 
impossible to raise cavity pressure abovo 160 psi. Consoquontly, the 

sealant was removod and replaced by one with some yielding properties. 
Again the sealant was forced into place using internal cavity pressure. 
Subsequent tests indicated that the cavity could withstand an internal 

pressure of 200 psi without excessive leakage overloading the compressor. 

8.5. The heaterjohiller system 

The hoater/chiller system, designed to adjust and maintain 
cavity temperatuee, was subjected to two commissioning tests. The 

first test involved raining the cavity temperature by 5C° and maintaining 
this temperature, within close limits, for a period of several hours. 

The second test, following the same procedure, lowered the cavity temp- 

erature by 2C°. 

These commissioning tests revealed that the manufacturers had 

not completed the installation; the automatic control equipment had not 
been connected to the heater/chiller" Once this work had been completed 

a further commissioning test indicated wild temperature oscillations of 

approximately ±2Cc during heating or cooling. A representative of the 

control equipment manufacturer, present on site during this test, sdved 
this problem by replacing a faulty unit in the control cabinet. 

A further series of commissioning tests were undertaken to assess 

whether the heater/chiller could operate to the design specifications. 
Those tests indicated that the response of the heater/chiller was much 
too slow. The counteracting of temperature changes produced by adiabatic 
expansion or compression of air stored in the cavity was much too slow, 
but once the hoatcr/ohillor did respond, overshoot occurred. In other 
words, the heator/ohillor allowed the temperature to drift and then 

over compensated, bringing the temperature too far the other way. 
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It gradually became apparent that the hoator/ehillor could 

not adequately compensate for tomporature changes during pressure 
tests. Adjustments to the control unit and valves in the pipowork 

effected a compromise between sensitivity, overshoot and temperature 

oscillations. This produced a situation whereby, although the heater/ 

chiller could not control temperature changes duo to pressure variations, 
it could slowly, over a period of several hours, adjust the cavity 
temperature to a predetermined level, and maintain it to irithin 

±0.2Co. 

During the commissioning tests the rock eurfaoo temperature was 

not allowed out of range +5 to -2C0 of cnbiont rock temperature. The 

imposed temperatures were not maintained for long poriodst so that the 

resulting thermal stresses were not high enough to affect the future 

behaviour of the salt mass surrounding the cavity. 

8.6. pompressod air system 

The air compressor functioned perfectly apart from one 

minor fault. The fault was not accurately identified but it 

exhibited itself in the form of a "high temperatuee W. rning" alarm. 
At this time site ventilation involved forcing air through ducting into 

the access room with a small proportion of the returning air passing 

over the compressor. It was thought that the compressor overheating was 
due to an insufficient stream of cooling air passing over the intorcooler 

and aftercooler. Consequently the air duct was broken near tho compre- 

ssor and all the ventilation stream passed over or near the major plant 

at the ramp top. This action prevented the re-occurrence of overheating 

and generally improved ventilation in that area. 
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8.7. The photogrnphio oguipmont 

The photographio equipment oaa subjected to prolonged toste 

in the laboratory before inotallation in tho oxperimontal cavity. Tho 

initial diffioultios enoountored with this equipmont worn assooiatod 

with minor wiring faults and expsure trials. The only major source 

of difficulty involved the balance of the camera rotation mechanism. 

With the photographic equipment in the dormant position, a 
peg on the rotation mechanism rested on a microswitoh which d©-onorgisüw 

the control circuits. However, this microswitoh also do-energised the 

clutch and brako (see Section 7.7.2 and the weight of the largo 

recording camera tended to swing the rotation mechanism out of the 

dormant position. This allowed the microswitoh to close, energise the 

control circuits and start a now scan. This meant that the cameras 

would not stop working without opening the isolator controlling the 

power pack supplying the rotation mechanism. 

A mechanical solution to this problem was thought to be more 

convenient than modifying the control circuits. Consequently a friction 

brake was fitted to the rotation moohonism. The force oxorted by the 

friction brake was ouch that tho imbalance of the rotation moohanism 

was counteracted without ovorloading the camora rotation motor. 

8.8. Conclusions 

Once the instrumentation scheme and experimental plant had been 

installed, many months were spent in making the installation perform 
to design specifications. A groat numbor of minor difficulties were 

encountered, mostly connected with faults in the complex wiring syst©m. 
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Rectification of those faults was oxtromoly tim© consuming duo to the 

intricacy of the system and the cramped working conditions of the 

cavity. . 

In addition to the wiring faults, many other minor difficulties 

were encountered. The printer and punch, which recorded data assembled 
by the data logger, proved to be rather troublesome. The punch broke 

down twice within two years and the printer four times. Although the 

punch eventually gave good service, the printer was abandoned as 

unreliable. Fortunately the printer was not regarded as equipment 

essential to the running of the experimental programme. Other minor 
problems involved equipment connected to both the chart recorder and 
the data logger. The faults took the form of electrical interaction 
between the two sets of recording equipment and were solved by duplic- 

ation of the instruments (e. g. cavity pressure transducer) involved. 

The experimental plant, with the exception of the hoater/chiller, 

operated to design specifications. The heater/chiller problem was 

overcome by only using it for simple temperature tests; temperature 

variations during pressure teats were avoided by using a very low rate 

of pressure change. The cavity was made relatively airtight at pressures 

up to 200 psi without undue difficulty. 



CHAPTER 9 

RESULTS OF THE INITIAL TESTS 



CHM 2 

9. THE RESULTS OF THI FIRST SCHEDULE OF TESTS IN TIM 

P IMENTAL PROGRAMME 

9.1 The Expprimontal Pro rýammo 

The in situ experiment was designed to construct and 
develop a suitable mathematical model for the evaluation of long 
term cavity stability. It was hoped that the initial toste would 
provide the in situ values of the elastic and creep constants. 
Later tests, operated under different conditions, would indicate the 

degree of validity of the mathematical model employing these par-- 

motors. Finally, a series of cyclical experiments, representing the 

storage-discharge cycle of an operational gas storage cavity, would 
investigate the work hardening aspects of rook salt. 

Thus the experimental programme could be divided into thron 

phases each being distinguished by the natura of the tests included 
in that phase: - 

(1) Pressure and tomporaturo tests only 
(ii) Pressure und temperature eombinod 

(iii) Cyolieal tests involving pressure and temporaturo 

The experimental progr. -umo consisted of a series of 
provisional tests. It was intended that subsequent tests, or a 
whole series of tests, would be modified or oven omitted in the 
light of the information gained from previous toots* Consequently, 

although a detailed test sohodulo had been drawn up it was in no 
trey regarded as a rigid plan of action. The major theme of the 
test programme iiras one of flexibility, with constant revision of 
the programme eliminating or introducing now toots according to the 

results of previous experiments. 
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9.1.1 Phase I of tho oxprimonta1 roFrm, rimo 

The first phase of the toste, immediatoly following the 

25 p. a. i., +5C° and -2C° commissioning tostst was designed to 

detormino the in situ va, luos of tho croop and olaotic constanta" 

Tho provisional test oohodulo for Phase I of tho oxporimental 

programmo is shown in Table 9. 

Tß9 

Phase I test schodulo 

Test Pressurn Limit T8mporaturo Limit Maximum surfcoe 6 r". cimum surface C2 
No (psi) (C from ambient) 

Top Side Top Sido 

1 0 -- 100 -0 0 -350 -950 -480 -720 

2 0 0 -(+10) -0 -940 -1540 -970 : -1210 

3 0- 150 -0 0 -300 -900 -480 --720 
4 0- 200 -0 0 -250 -850 -480 -720 
5 0 0 -(-5) -0 -205 -805 -235 --1.75 
6 0 0 -(-10) -- 0 +40 . -560 +10 -230 

Those t©sts were dosignod to provide information without induoirc 

failure of the cavity surface. No limits were imposed on any compressive 

increase in the stress components since those are never groator than 1800 

p"s. i. (an inoroaso of 750 p. s. i. from the ambient stress level) and rarely 

greater than 1500 Poo-i. Howovor, to preserve the integrity of the oavlty, 

induced tensile stress levels worn restricted to an approximate zero stress 

condition. Thus the maximum tensile stress imposed by any Phase I test was a 
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tangontial otrose of +40 p. s. i. in tho surfaoe of tho oavity roof 

and floor, irnduood by a cavity aurfaoo tomporaturo dooroa, ao of 
1000. 

As far as possible, tho tost schodu1o wras arrangod on a 

principle of increasing severity of test condition. However, toot 

severity was estimated theoretically, using assumed values for the 

material parameters. Exporimental rocults, indicating a need for 

significant modification of the assumed values of the material 

parcmotors, could drastically alter the test schedule. 

9.1.2 Lotor phases of tho oxpcrimontal pro nr.; mo 1i+lrýiiý ir 

Phases II and III of the experimental programme woro not 

planned ahead in any groat detail. It was felt that planning this work 

without any information from Phase I would be a pointless exercise. 
Consequently, detailed schedules of experiments involving both 

temperature and pressure, and cyclical experiments, wore postponed 

until such a time when more information was available. 

9.2 bcporimonta1 Proooduro 

An experiment in Phaso I of the test schedulo could take 

ono of throo forms: - 

A: Pressure test at ambient tomporature 
B: Temperature increase at atmospheric pressure 
Cs Temperature decrease at atmospheric pressure 

All of thooo tests involve a eomplox instrumentation sohemo" 

and the efficient operation of the experimental plant, and such was the 
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complexity of running an experiment that oomo form of chock list 

trrao thought nocessary. The purpose of the chock list eras to avoid 

errors in procoduro and to dotoot equipment nalfunotion. The chock 
list wao divided into thirteen oectiona, frith tho code letters 

following each section description indicating the nature of the tooto, 

as given by tho above table. 

Section Test Application 

1 Initial action ABC 
2 Instrumentation chock list ABC 

3 Heat or/Chiller start-up ABC 

4 Cavity chock list ABC 

5 Compressor check list A 
6 Hoator/ohillor run-above ambient B 

7 Heater/chiller run-bolow ambient C 
8 Heater/chillor run-at ambient A 

9 Cavity pressurisation A 

10 Cavity do-pressurisation A 

11 Returning temperature to ambient BC 

12 Daorgoncy shut down ABC 
13 Normal shut dotin ABC 

The toot procedure chock list duals with the minutia of 

running an oxporinont, so it is not proposed to describe it in any 

groat detail. Very briefly, Suctions 1 to 5 verifies that both the 

instrumentation and experimental plant are functioning correctly; 
those chocks take approximately thron hours to complete. Suctions 

6 to 9 describe the procedure for imposing upon the cavity the desired 

test conditions, whilst Soctions 10,11 and 13 dual with roturning 
the cavity to its original statu. 
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The tim© taken in altoring the statu of the cavity 
rxV bo estimated from the loading rates employed in those oxpori- 
monts. Pressure was increased or dccroasod rt the rate of 0.5 pos-i. / 

mini any increase of this rate tended to change cavity tomporaturo. 
The rato of tomporaturo cha. ngo, limited by the capacity of the heater/ 

chiller, was approximately 1 C°/hour. 

Section 12 of tho teat procedure deals with an emergency 
condition indicated by warning lights and an audiblo alarm., As 

such an amorgency could result in serious damage to the cavity and 
associated equipment, this Section will be described in more detail. 

The alarm system could be triggered off by either the cavity 
temperature drifting from its sot point or by plug movement. Rof- 

oronoo to the chart recorder would indicate whether this was 
in fact an alarm condition and not alarm malfunction. If the alarm 
was duo to alarm malfunction the experiment would be continued with 
temperature and plug movement boing closely monitored on the 

chart recorder. A high/low temperature alarm would be answered by 

shutting down the hoator/chillor and allowing the cavity to roach 
ambient temperature by natural heat dissipation. This typo of 
alarm would not be rogardod as an emergency and normal shut-do; m 
procedures would be followed. 

If excessive plug movement activated the alarm syatom, the 
leader of the two man town operating the experiment would hit the 

compressor emergency stop button mounted on the outside wall of the 
instrument hut and run to the top of the ramp. At the romp top he 

would open the blowdokm valve, isolate the compressor air receiver from 
the cavity, and finally take shelter in a place of safoty until the 

cavity was fully doprossurisod. 
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The second team membor would monitor plug movement on the 

chart rooordor, and if the plug appeared to be dofinitoly failing 

dospite the reduction in cavity pressure, he would push the heater/ 

chillor emergency stop button to prevent refrigerant being pumped 
through ruptured heat exchanger pipes. 

9.2.1 Data aguisition 

The cavity loading procedure involved a great number of 
instrument and equipment chooka. Once these checks had been completed 

cavity loading could begin. 

The data logger was adjusted to record at a rate of ten 

channels per second and initially was sot to tako one complete scan 
of readings every ton minutes. When the cavity was at the required 

state of loading the scan cyclo was changed to one scan per hour for 

several hours, and if the tost required long term loading, the scans 
were reduced to one every eight hours. Similarly, one scan/hour was 
the scan rate employed during the fow hours before and after unloading 
and a scan rate of one scan/l0 minutes used during the actual unloading 

cycle of the experiment. This ensured that data aquisition was biased 

towards tho most critical phases of the experiment. 

An investigation of the punched paper tapp system and data 

storage facilities on the IBM 360/67 computer indicates why this 

biassing was necessary. One complete scan of channels uses approx- 
imately twenty feet of paper tape and occupies 2,400 bytes of computer 

core space. The available core space limits the total number of scans 
to approximately 100 with a resulting tape length of 2000 foot or 3/8 Milos 
The corn space limit is not absolute; various computing techniques can 

circumvent this problem but requires a great deal of computing time. 

It is therefore much more convenient to limit the number of recorded 

scans and bias those towards the loading/unloading sections of the 
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©xporiaont and to record static or slow moving conditions loco 

frequently. 

9.2.2 Cavity prossurioation 

Cavity pressurisation could begin after the necessary instrument 

and equipment chocks had boon oomplotod. The drain valves in tho plant 

and air linos were opened to release any condensate and the main blow- 

dom valve opened. The cavity air pressure control valve was sot to 

zero pressure and the compressor started. The drain valves were closed 

and cavity pressure increased by the combined operation of slowly 

closing the blowdown valve and adjusting the pressure control valve. 
The cavity pressure was increased at the low rate of 0.5 psi/min, to 

eliminate increases in cavity temperature, and was automatically 

stabilisod at the required pressure by the pressure control valve. 
Tho heater/chiller, although not used in pressure tests, was kept at 

standbyo in readiness to counteract any unexpected temperature changes. 

Whon the cavity was at high pressures (near to 200 psi), 
doprossurisation was initiated by lowering the sot point of the pressure 

control valve to give an unloading rate of 0.5 psi/min. Once the 

pressure was down to approximately 150 psi, the compressor could be 

shut down and the air receiver isolated from the cavity. At those 

pressures the cavity could unload by natural leakage without the air 
discharge rate affecting cavity tomporaturo. When the cavity was 
below 100 psi natural leakage did not produce a high enough air 
discharge rat© and unloading was assisted by cracking a small diameter air 

cook. This air cook was used to lower the cavity to atmospheric 
prossure" 

9.2.3 Cavity tomporaturo control 

The adjustmont of cavity tomporaturo could commence after 
tho hoator/chillor hot and cold storago tanks had reached thoir 

operating temperatures (-15°C and +50°C respectively). The pointer on 
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tho tomporaturo control panel wau sot to tho doeirod tomporaturo 

and the control panel was ewitohod to "automatic control". 
Opening a valvo allowed the motorisod control valve to pass 
the rofrigorant, drawn from the storage tanks, to the heat 

exchanger. To prevent overshoot, the control equipment was sot 
to raise the temperature slowly and this resulted in a ohango 

of cavity temperature rate of approximately 1C°/hour. 

The control equipment would maintain the cavity eurfaco 
temperature at the desired level to an accuracy of 

±0.2Co. The 

cavity surface temperature was returned to ambient rook tomp- 

Brature by setting the control pointer to the desired temporaturo 

and allowing the heator/ehillor to automatically adjust the flow of 
heat through the heat exchanger. 

9.2.4 Combined pressuro and tonperatur© experimonts 

A cavity loading condition involving both tho application of 

pressure and temperature difforencos is achioved by first imposing the 
desired pressure, as described in Sootion 9.2.2. and then applying the 

temperature difference, as described in Section 9.2.3. 

9.3. The 100 p. s. i. Test 

The first experiment involved raising the cavity to 100 psi 

and maintaining this pressure for a poriod of thron days. This tost 

was designed to give some indication of the in situ value of Young's 

Modulus and, should the pressure prove to be high enough, would 

provide data for creep analysis. 
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The cavity was raised to 98.0 Pei over a period of 23- hours 

without undue temperature fluctuations. Initially the temperature 

of the cavity was inadvertently raised (by too great a rate of pressure 
increase) by 1C°, but the temperature was quickly and finally stabilised 

at between 0.1 and 0.2C° below ambient. 

The cavity alas slowly returned to atmospheric pressure over a 
period of six hours, during which time the temperature decreased to 

0.3Co below ambient. The instrumentation scheme was allowed to 

record for five days after the return to atmospheric pressure in order 
to detect any relaxation phenomena. 

9.3.1 Lon itudinal deformation 

The accuracy of the mean of the reading from the deformation 

transducers, according to a statistical analysis of long term steady- 

state readings, was of the order of 
±0.075 

x 10-3 inches. The magnitude 

of longitudinal deformation was 6o small that it did not fall within 
the accuracy of the measuring system, and for the purposes of this test 

was regarded as being zero. Therefore the cavity could be considered 
to have been in a condition of plane strain. 

9.3.2 Diametral deformation 

The diametral deformation was recorded by the extensometors 
located at Stations A and C; the diametral oxtensometers at Station 

B, although appearing to be operational prior to the experiment, failed 

to record any deformation. This fault was later traced to a dry 

soldered joint in the instrument supply lines. The diametral deform- 

ation resulting from this test is shown graphically in Figs. 49 and 50. 
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Referring to Figs. 49 and 50, it can be noon that the 

dicznotral deformation increased uniformly with the uniform inoreaoo 
in cavity pressure. At the peak pressure of 98.0 psi a diametral 

deformation of 1.1 x 10 3 inches was recorded. The graph of deformation 

against time, shown in Fig. 49 indicates that either creep is absent 

or is too small at this pressure to be detected by the measuring system. 
Therfore only elastic parameters could be derived from the results of 
this experiment as the cavity loading was not great enough to cause 
time-dependant deformation. 

The elastic behaviour of the rook salt mass during the loading 

cycle was repeated during the unloading cycle. Unfortunately, the 

measurement of roloxation behaviour or permanent sot was prevented by 

a breakdown in the deformation measurement system. This may boat 

be soon in Fig. 49. Cavity depressurisation (taking place on Day 4 

of the experiment) allowed the diameter of the cavity to return to 

within 0.1 x 10 3 
of its original dimension. However, immediately 

after depressurisation, all the transducer readings showed a stoacy 
but sudden increase. Thus the unloading cycle showod a roturn from 

tho 1.1 x 1073 in. deformation at 98 psi to 0.1 x 10-3 in* at atmospheric 

prossuro, quickly followed by a sudden increase to approximately 0.3 x 
IC 3 in. After 3 days the transducer readings dropped to approximately 
0.1 x 10 3 in. This erratic behaviour was traced to a fault in the 

transducer decoupling circuits involving the capacitors used to 

stabilise transducer output. 

9.3.3 Radial deformation 

The data obtained from the radial deformation transducers in thin 

test was not at all conclusive. The lack of reliable information was 
due to two factors: - 
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(i) The optimum value of the docoupling onpacitors in the modified 
trnnsduoor supply circuits hed not been firmly established at this time. 
Consequently only 19 of the 36 radir1 deformation transducers performed 
to design specifications. Increasing the value of the decoupling 

capacitors to 1000uP avoided this problem in future tests. 

(ii) The most important reason for the lack of conclusive data 

was the magnitude of the recorded radial deformation. The transducers 

connected to the No. 1 anchors (the anchors ton foot along the radial 
boroholos) rogistorod a maximum deformation of approximately 0.3 x 10-3 
inches. This deformation was thought not to be of a sufficient magni-- 
tudo for meaningful analysis. A graph of deformation against time 
for No. 1 anchor in the vortical borehole of Station C is shown in 

Fig. 51 and is typical of the radial deformation recorded in this test. 

It can ba seen fron Fig. 51 that the radial deformation 
transducers suffered fron the same "bounce" in instrument readings as 
the diametral deformation tranßduoors. 

9.3.4 Conclusions 

Tho 100 psi tost was the first experiment in Phase I of the 

oxperimental programme. Although some of the results were not conclusive, 
and instrumentation problems were encountered, the overall pattern of 
results suggested that the experiment was successful and that the 
installation was performing to design specifications. 

A cavity pressure of 100 psi was not high enough to induce 

oithor severe elastic deformation or any observable timo-depondent 
doformation. This resulted in canoolling the planned 150 psi test and 
replacing it with a test involving a cavity pressure of 200 psi. It 
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was felt that a 150 Pei test would not provide information any more 

conclusive than the 100 poi toot and that a 200 psi toot, according 
to data derived from the 100 psi toot, would not induce cavity failure. 

A comparison of the results from instruments which should 
indicate the same readings under test conditions showed that cavity 
deformation, as expected, was symotrical about the cavity axis. 

The results of the 100 pei tost were used to calculate the in 

situ value of the Young'e Modulus of rock salt. The radial displacement 

of the cavity surface may be expressed by: - 

Ur =z44 Pc (50) 

where = 
(I +V 

Substituting tho valuos of 

Ur - 0.55 x 10 73 in. 

Pa 98 psi 

aa 24 in. 

the value of/4 may be calculated. Usir assumed values of Poisson's 

ratio the Young's Modulus can be calculated. The resulting values 

of Young's Modulus, and those values derived from the later 200 psi 
tests, are given in Table 10. The value ofýiwas calculated to be 

0.233 x 10 
6 
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TABLE E 10 

The in situ yaluo of the Youri! o Modulus of rook salt 

Assumod value of 
Poioson's ratio 

100 p. s. i. I3- dcy 10 - day 
200 p. s. i. 200 p. s. i. 

Ex 100 p. u. i. 

. 25 5.36 5.58 5.74 

. 30 5.58 5.79 5.97 

"35 5.79 6.02 6.20 

. 40 6.01 6.25 6.42 

. 45 6.22 6.46 6.65 

. 50 6.44 6.69 6.88 

Previous workers in this field (13,14) havo, by laboratory toots 

obt^incd vc1uos of tho Young's Modulus of Winsford rock salt ranging 
from 0.5 to approxim. toly 3x 106 psi, with 1x 106 psi being accepted 

as n representztivo value for theoretical and design work. This miiy 
be compared with the values of 3.4 to 3.7 x 106 psi obtained by 

laboratory tests on the cavity pilot hole cores, given in Table 4 of 
Section 4.3.3 (iv). The in situ value of Young's Modulus, given 
in Table 10, clearly illustrates the problems facing the rock mechanics 
onginoer, that of relating the values of material parunotere obtained 
by laboratory work to the in situ condition. Thus, estimates made 
in the past of the in situ stress of rock salt, based upon strain 
measurements, should be revised. 

9.4 The +loC° Tost 

The second experiment in Phaso I of tho tost programme involvod 

raising the temperature of the cavity surface by 1000. Ambient rock 
surfaco tonporature in the vicinity of tho experimental cavity averrgod 
13.5°C and tho cavity surface tenporatur© was ttcccrcdingly raised to 

approxiaatoly 23.5°C in just over six hours. The cavity door was 
bolted in the closed position and the compressed air inlet vented to 

atmosphoro" 
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The cavity surface tomporaturo wtna maintainod botwoon 

23°C and 24°C for a poriod of throo days, during which timo tho 

effect of the surface temporaturo increase upon radial temperature 

gradient dovolopnont and rock deformation was observed. The cavity 

surface temperature vao then returned to ambient rock surfaco tamp- 

oraturo by a combination of natural heat eissipation and the hoator/ 

chiller. The return to ambient temperature took approximately 10 

days, the low rate of tenporaturo decrease being portly duo to tho 

capacity of the heater/chillor and portly duo to the necessity of 

avoiding an accidental imposition of a largo temperature decrease on 
tho cavity surfaco. 

This experiment had two objoctiveo; firstly to determine 

the value of Poisson's ratio, U, and also to determine the value 

of the coefficient of thermal expansion of rook salt, CX . Althoujh both 

the linear elastic model and the lino. --w visco-elastic model predicted 

no movement of the cavity surfaco, the movement of a point in the rook 

mass at a distancel" from the cavity ccntroline would assist in the 

determination of V. (169 23). 

The slope of the graph of Ur against E)/t- will determine 

the pýaramrt©r m, whore : - 

Ur - displacement of a point at relative to the 

cavity controlino 

a Cr <R where aa cavity re. diuo R# distnnoo at which tho 

rock macs behaviour in uninfluenced by tho cavity 

Q QaÄJ rT dr were T= temperature 

R 

m: cx(I+v) 
6 -v) 

The results of this experiment indicated that the transducor 

temperature correction eyntom was ineffective. Suction 6.6 discusses 
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the installation of thormiotora monitoring instrument temperature 

used in tho calculation of the temperature correction factors. Taping 

thormistors to the transducer housings proved inadequate as they 

registered much higher temperatures than the transducers themselves. 

Consequently, no great reliance was placed on the longitudinal and 
diametral extensometer readings of this test. The instrument tomporsturo 

monitoring thormistors were subaequently relocated inside the housings, 

close to the transducers. 

9.4.1 Longitudinal deformation 

The longitudinal extensomoters indicated an average deformation 

of approximately 3x 10-3 ins. when the cavity had reached the desired 
temporaturo. This deformation could be seen to follow instrument 
temperature rather than cavity surface temperature and it was concluded 
from this that over-compensation for instrument temperature variations 

was tcld. ng place. Relocating instrument temperature monitoring therm- 
istors solved this problem in future tests. Bearing in mind the apparent 
lack of longitudinal movement in the 100 psi test, it was tontively 

concluded that the 3x 10-3 ins. movement recorded in the +10C° test 

was duo to instrument temperature effects. 

9.4.2 Dir©tral deformation 

The diametral deformation recorded in this tost suffors from 
the same ir. ac: ouraoy as the longitudinal deformation readings. Howovor, 
if 3x 10-3 inn. is subtracted from the readings at peak temperature, 

a very approximate quantitative result will be achieved. Although the 

results of this test give an approximate quantitative description of 
the deformation, no great reliance will be placed upon this, and the 

results only discussed in a qualitative manner. 
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A graph of cavity surface temperature against average diamotral 

deformation, shown in Fig. 52, indicated that almost no movement of 
the cavity surface took place until its temperature had increased by 

approximately 50°. Then the cavity slowly began to deform and when 
the cavity surface temperature had reached approximately 10C° above 

anbiont the cavity exhibited time-dependent deformation behaviour 

and continued to rapidly deform despite no increase in cavity surface 
temperature. The cavity continued to show this time-dopondont deform- 

ation at the end of the tost when the cavity surface was being rostorod 
to its original temperature. The restoration of the cavity surface 
to its original temperature loft the cavity with a pormanant sot of 

approximately -16 x 107-3 ins, thus reducing its diamotor. 

Although no groat rolirnco is placed quantita tively on the 

results, a qualitative explanation of the cavity behaviour nay be given. 
The linear elastic and linear visco-olastio models proliot no movement 

of the cavity surface; all rock mocoment takes place between the cavity 

surface and a point remote from the cavity. However, this prediction 

only holds up to the elastic limit of the material, and once this 

has been passed, time-dependent deformation takes place. It can be 

shown that an imposition of a 5C° temperature difference on the cavity 

surface, when considered in the light of the unexpectedly high in situ 

value of Young's Modulus, generates a tangential stress in the cavity 

surface of approximately -2000 psi. Investigators (13,14) of the 

creep properties of rock salt have suggested, that time-dependent 
behaviour generally becomes most marked at stresses at and above this 

value. 

Fig. 53 shows a graph of moan diamotral deformation and cavity 

surface temperature against time. It can be soon from this graph 
that once the cavity surface was at the required tomporature, the 

cavity diameter was progressively reduced by approximately 14.5 x 10-3 
ins# during the three days this tomporaturo diffcronoo was maintained. 
The cause of the irregular pattern of results t=ards the end of this 
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test was eventually traced to intorcotion botwoon the transducer 

signal loads end olootro-ma notie fields gonorated by the ca, mora 
rotation mechanism. This problon was avoided in future teats 
by onsuring that data loggor instrumont scans did not tako placo 

at the sago time a camera coons. 

9.4.3 Radial deformation 

Tho pattorn of radial rook deformation predicted by the 

linear elastic and linear visco elastic models is rather complex. 
Although no movement of the cavity surface should take place at low 

stress levels, the rook surrounding the cavity should move, i. o, a 
density modification of certain sectors of the rook will take place. 

A graph of radial deformation rnd cavity surface temperature 

against time is shor:. 'n in Fig. 54. The deformation plotted is that 

of the rock surrounding the vertical borehole at Station B, which, 
boing in the centre of the cavity is more likely to be in a state of 

Plano strain than the other two stations. 

The deformation plotted in Fig. 54 is the relative movement 
botwoon tho four anchors and tho cavity surfaco. This graph should be 

referred to in conjunction with Fig. 55, which converts the deformrtion 

to strain between each of the five points in the measurement system. 
It can be seen from Fig. 55 that the high deformation indicated by 

Anchors 1 and 2 in Fig. 54 is almost ontiroly duo to rook movement near 
the cavity surfaco. Fig. 55 suggests that the rook near to the cavity 

surface expands, part of this expansion causing a reduction in cavity 
diameter and part contributing towards the compression of the rock 
between Anchors 1 and 3. 

The complexity of the patterns of rock deformation in this 
teat is duo to two factors; firstly, at high otressos (c. -2000 psi), 
timo-dopondont doformation is induced and the magnitude and direction 

of this deformation is governed by the radial temperature distribution, 
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which in the context of this oxporimont, io time dopondont. At the 

time of writing, the radial deformations had not boon subjected 
to a quontitctivo analysis, but qualitativoly the roculto fit 
the linear visco-olastic model. 

9.4.4 Conclusions 

Tho inadequacies of the tomporaturo compensating syston of tho 
longitudinal and diametral oxtensomotors rendered inaccurate the 

results from those instruments. Although no great reliance is placed 

on those results, it appears that the zero surface movement prediction 

of the linear visco-olastic model is confirmed. A qualitative 

analysis of the recorded radial deformations suggests that the rock 

mass surrounding the cavity does not seriously differ from that 

predicted by the linear visco-olastio model, although a qualitative 

analysis of these results would prove more profitable. 

9.5 Tho 200 psi Test 

Tho cavity was raised fron atmosphere to 196 psi in four 

hours cad twenty minutes with n cavity surface temperature incroaso 

of a for tenths of a centigrade degree. This prossuro was maintained 
for just under three days in order to observe any time-dependent 

deformation. 

Tho cavity was restorod to atmosphoric proaauro over a 
period of seven hours during which time the cavity surface temperature 

decreased by a maximum of 0.26 Co. The instruments were monitored 
for r further four &lys to detect Fury relaxation ?. honotona. 

9.5.1 Longitudinal doformation 

Once again the magnitude of the mean longitudinal deformation 

wan so small that it did not fall within the accuracy indicated by the 
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statistioal analysis of lone torn stoady-stato ro: idings. The 
doformation was of the order of 0.05 x 103 ins. 

9.5.2 Diamotrtil deformation 

All the diametral oxtonsomotero were operational during 
this toot and indicatod a. moan doformaltion 2.11 x 10-3 ins. at 196 psi. 
Fig. 56 shows a uniform inoroaso in cavity diamotor with increasing 

prossuro whilst Fig. 57 shows changeo in cavity diamotor during tho 

throo day period of constant load. 

With the cavity under the constant load of 196 psi internal 

pressure the mean diameter increased at a rate of 8.1 x 10-8 in/min. 

Although this increase in cavity dizmotor was indicative of time- 

dependent deformation the results wore by no means conclusive. 
Further investigation of this phenomenon was undertaken by introducing 

two now tests: - 

(i) Test 4 in the series would monitor transducer output 

over a period of nine days, whilst the cavity zrae not 

under any artificial load. This would give an indication 

as to whether the appcront croup dotooted in Tost 3 

was duo to transducer drift. 

(ii) Tost 5 gras plcmiocl to be a ropeat of Tost 3 idth tho 

cavity hold at full pressure for ten drye. It 

was hoped that the longor period of cavity loading would 

produce more conclusive data on timo-dopondont cavity doform- 

ation. 

The plastic behaviour of tho rock during the loading cycle 
wan repeated during the un1oadinC cycle, at the and of which a 
deformation of 0.34 x 10`3 in. wan recorded. During the following 

four cthys with the cavity at no 1o:. dl the instruments wore acCned 
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ovary night hours to dotoot any cavity rolaxition. Tho moan 
cavity dir. otor was obsorvod to docroase from tho 0.34 x 10-3 abovo 
tho original dinmotor, to 0.26 x 10-3 in. 

9.5.3 Radial doformation 

The results of this and previous experiments had 

indicated that although a high decree of accuracy could bo achieved 
by the transducers, thorn was a suggestion of instrument scatter 

and a possibility of drift. Thus tho first roadine frc. Li an 
instrument in a test may not be truly roprosontativo, the actual 

reading falling somewhere within the instrument scatter range. 

Thia situation was to some oxtent ontioipatod, although 

the rnn; o of scatter was higher than expected. This problem was 

countered in two ways. Firstly a tost was planned to investigate 

instrument scatter and drift, and also, the zero point for each 
instrument in a tost was obtained by averaging readings from several 

preliminary zero scans. Unfortunately, the procedure for obtaining 

realistic zero points for the instruments in this tost was omitted, 

and although the results from the longitudinal and diametral oxten- 

somotors did not appear to be soriously affected, tho lower valuoa 

of readings from the radial extensomotora woro partially obsouroc'.. 

For this reason a graph of the results from the radial 
oxtonsomoters will not be presented hero although an approximate 
degree of radial deformation at 200 psi may be obtained from 

the following table. 

Anchor No. 
4321 

Distanco from cav- 
ity surfroo (ft. ) 10 420.75 

refc=auion 
(1 x 10"3 ins) . 45 0.30 0.35 0907 
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Dotailod and morn acourato rcßulte of radial doformation at 
200 psi Cavity prossuro will bo given for the oxtendod 200 psi toot 
following tho instrument scatter tost, as discussed in Sootion 9.5.2. 

9.5.4 Conclusions 

The results of the 200 psi worn not conolusivo. The tost 

was designed to subject the cavity to time-dependent deformation, but 

the short period of cavity loading (3 days) made it difficult to 

distinguish between creep and a possible instrument drift. The results 
from the 200 psi initiated two further teste, designed to clarify this 

situation. 

Tho proposod testa wore: -- 

(i) Instrument SccLttor and drift tost 

(ii) Long term 200 pai test with tho cavity andor load 

for 10 dayys. 

9.6 The Transducer Drift Test 

The cavity was loft for a few days to stabiliao at 
atmospheric pressure and ambient rook temperature, and then over a 
period of nine days, the instruments were scanned once every eight 
hours. The results from the diametral exonsomotors were selected for 
detailed analysis and the following conclusions drawn. 

The rea, dinas from each of tho nine tranaduoors oonsidored 
fluctuated about their zero point, i. e. their initial reading, and thin 
fluctuation had a range of 0.68 x 10-3 ins. However, this high value 
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was largely duo to two readings, orratio maximum and minimum roadings 
recorded by oxtonsomotors BV and BR rospootivoly. If thoeo two 

readings aro oxoludod, the range of all the transduoor roadingu reduoos 
to 0.41 x l0`3 ins, with a standard deviation of 0.074 x 10-3 ina. 

If the average transducer readings at one scan is plotted 
against time there appears to be a suggestion of a slight upward drift. 1. 
A linear regression of this graph, shown in Fig. 58, indicates an 
upward trend of 0.4 x 10 in. /min with a standard deviation of the slopo 

of 0.25 x 10-8 in. /min. As there is no apparent instrumontational 

explanation for the drift, and it cannot be attributed to creep due to 

overburden pressure, this phenomena must be investigated in more detail. 

It is quite possible that further analysis could show that this drift 

is not statistically significant. 

The importance of instrument drift in relatively short term 

creep measurement requires that this problem must be resolved. A 

statistical technique must be used first of all to establish the 

existence of the drift, and if the drift is proved to be statistically 

significant, a technical investigation in conjunction with the transducer 

manufacturers may provide the answer to this problem. 

The range of the moan tran3ducer readings plotted in Fig. 58 

was 0.14 x 10-3 ine with a nenn of 0.042 x 10-3 in. 

9.7 T2i_ oxtondod 200 psi tost 

The cavity was prossuris©d to 200 psi in just under six and half 

hours with a minor temperature increase of 0.2°C. This pr©ssuro was 
maintainod for approximately ton days. However, on the third dr! y of 
cavity prossurisation, a mino power failure cut off all electrical 
power to the experimental site. The enforced shut down of the 
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oomproaaor allowod tho cavity to doprossuriso to 156 psi in a 

period of just over one hour. The cavity unan immediately roprosourisod 

once power van roatorod. 

In previous tests tho air pressure transducer was connoctod 
to both the data logger and chart recorder. Electrical interaction 
between the two recording instruments required a second pressure 
transducer to be added to the instrumentation schomo so that each roe- 

ording instrument was fed by a separate pressure transducer. The 

now transducer, coupled to the data logger proved to be slightly 

unstable when compared with the original on the chart recorder, pressure 

gauges and experience of the pressure control equipment. This was 

later traced to a minor electrical fault, but rosulto-J in the poor 

accuracy of ±5 psi on data loggor pressure readings. Those readings 

were corrected by referring to chart recorder readings. 

At the end of ton days at 200 pair the cavity was returned 
to atmospheric pressure in a period of eight and a half hours with 

an overall temperature decrease of 0.4C°. The instruments worn 

scanned evory oight hours for a further four days to record any 

ro1rix tion phenomena. 

9.7.1 Lon ýitudina1 deformation 

The overall moan longitudinal deformation wao -0.3 x 10-3 ins 

at full prossuro. The results of the previous transducer stability tost 

would indicate that tho cavity was in a state of plane strain. 

9.7.2 Diamotral deformation 

The mean dicunetral deformation is shown plotted against time 
in Fig. 59. The pressure reduction during the third day of prossurisatio:, 
is clearly reflected in tho reduction of deformation seen in tho full 
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platoau. This graph of doforriation agpinrt time indicatoo linoar olastio 
behaviour in both tho loading and unloading phasoo of tho oxporimont, 
with a suggostion of creop occurring during the ton days at full prossuro. 
A linear rogroaaion of the deformation at full proocuro gives an inoror. so 
in doformation of 1.3 x 10-8 in/min which may be compared with tho 8.1 

x 10-8 in/min recorded during tho thron day 200 poi tost. Both those 

values must be considered in the light of the 0.4 x 10-8 in/min. recorded 
in the transducer stability tests once the cause, if any, of the traned-, 

ucer drift is identified. 

The value of/U ' defined in Equation (50)t for this toot was 

calculated and the resulting values of Young's modulus may be soon 
in Table 10. It would appear from the values in Table 10 that there has 

boon a progressive increase in the magnitude of Young's Hodulua during 

the exporimontal programme. Further testa should show whothor this is 

duo to work hardening of the rock salt or duo to experimental errors. 

At the end of the unloading phase of this test the cavity 

was loft with a deformation of 0.52 x l0r3 ins. Over a period of 
ten hours this deformation Gradually relaxed into a permanent sot 

of approximately 0.25 x l0 3 ins. This relaxation curve may be soon in 

Fig. 59, 

9.7.3 R, -,. dial deformation 

A graph of the radial deformation plotted against time is shown 
in Fig. 60. The deformation shotm in this graph is the moan displace- 

rent of the nine anchors at each of the four points under consideration, 
9", 21,41,10+ from the cavity surface. The displacement is plotted 
relative to the cavity c©ntrolin©. 

Fron Figs. 59 & 60 it can be soon that thorn in a radial 
deformation of approximately 1.03 x 10-3 in at tho cavity surf. --wo with 
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a dofornation, rolativo to tho cavity oontrolino, of 0.25 x 10`3 at 
Anchor No. 4 (nano inohos into tho rook). This would suggost that 

moot of tho cavity doformation is containod by the fir©t fow inchoo of 

rock. Tho movomont of Anchor No. 1 (ton foot into the rock), when 

converted into strtiin, confirms the oxpootod pattern of strain diminish- 
ing to zero at points remote from the cavity. 

It would appear from Fig. 60 that Anchors No. 1,2 and 3 

undorgo a nogativo doforraation upon tho roturn of tho cavity to 

atmosphorio pressure. When viewed in the light of a deformation 

measurement accuracy of 
±0.075 

x 10-3 in., with a standard deviation 

of 0.04 x 10-3 ineq the low nogativo doforraation loses its significznoo. 
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CHAPTER 10 

10.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The research project, dosianoa to invootigato the rock 

mechanics probloms of utilising brinod galt oavitioc for undorground 

gas storago, originated five years ago and will continuo for at least 

one more year. This thesis has briefly traced tho history of the project 
to dato and considered in more dotail the engineering and instruznontation 

problems inherent in suoh an ambitious experiment. Finally, the thosia 

has discussed the results of the proliminary torts of the experimental 

programme and has attempted a qualitative explanation of the rooordod 

rock bohaviour. 

10.1 Th© bS=rimental Installation 

It cannot be said that ory ono problem encountered in this 

axporimont proved a major difficulty; the overriding difficulty was one 

of finding solutions to the many and varied minor problems. The history 

of thoso minor problems began with tho construction of the first access 

room with the intorooption of a brino feodor requiring a now ttccooe room 

to be mined thus dolayina the project for three months. 

Minor probloras continuod to occur during tho conotruction of 

the experimental cavity and were largely duo to the over-optimism 

of the sub--contractors and oppliers in their equipment, products and 
technical abilities. Once the cavities had boon excavated and installation 

work begun, the problems beoame control around the technical difficulties 

inherent in any complex large scale instrumentation and data recording 

cyst©m. 

10.1.1 The instrumentation scheme. 

The temperature measurement system proved upon installation to bo 
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wildly inaccurato. Tho causo of tho inaccuracy was only partially 
traced and as a rosult tho thermistors had to bo rocalibratod in oitu. 
The in situ recalibration loft the temperature measurement system 

with an overall accuracy of approximately 
+0.15C°. 

The initial instability of the transduoors unod for deformation 

measurements was eventually traced to tho manner in which the dec. - a. o. 

convertor took its load from the supply linos. This problem was solved 
by connecting 1000 uF capacitors across the supply terminals of each 
transducer. With the typo of transducer and recording oquipnont used 

an accuracy of 
±25 

mioroinchos should have boon possible but an analysis 

of steady-state transducer readings indicated a mean accuracy of 
-0.075 

x 
10-3 inches. 

The prossuro transducor connected to both data loggor and chart 

recorder ceusod electrical interaction between the two recording instruncnta, 

Simultaneous operation of the two rooording instruments produced orratic 

pressure roadings. The problem was solved by installing a soparato 
transducer for each recording instrument, with the transducer connectod to 

the data logger having an accuracy of 
±0.5 

psi. 

10.1.2 Ancillary equipment 

The compressed air system presented very for difficulties, with 
the problems of cavity leakage and compressor overheating boing quickly 

solved. The pressure control valve controlled the cavity air pressure 
to within ±2 

psi. 

The heater/ohiller proved to be a very difficult piooe of 

equipment to oomrnission. öfter rtny tests and trial runs it was 
discovered that it was incapable of oountoraoting rapid temperature 

variations and consequently it was only used to gonorato and maintain 
temperature differences. The heater/chillor could control temperature 

differences to an accuracy of 
±0.200. 
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Tho romaininj anoillary oquipinant, diocu©eod in Chaptor 71 

did not proaont any ooriouo problone and funotionod to donign 

specifications. 

10.2 Proliminlry rosults 

The rosults discusood in Chaptor 9 aro fron tho first fat: 

toste of Phaso I of tho oxporimontal progrzumo, and duo to inatrumontation 

teothinj troublos and look of timo, dotailod quantitativo r lyoie gras 

not possiblo. 

Chapter 9 dosoriboci the roaulta from thron typos of toots- 

(i) Prossuro tests 
(ii) Temperature test 
(iii) Transduocr stability tost 

Tho most startling pioco of information to cono from tho 

pressure tests was that the in situ value of Young's Modulus was 

at least twice the value obtained from laboratory tests* This fact has 

groat relevance to rook stress dotornination based on strain measurement 

and to mine design work in general. ! analysis of the time-dependent 

deformation observed in the 200 psi toots would eventually yield the 

visco-olastie constants of the mathematical model. 

Tho rosults of tho +100° tost woro not conclusive duo to tho 

poorly eitoll tomporaturo-componoating thormiotoro tapod onto tho 
disaotral and longitudinal oxtensomoters. This test however, did appear 
to confirm the zero rock surface movonent prediction of the linear 

elastic and linoar visco-olastic modolo. 

The transduoor stability tost indicatod an accuracy of 
±0.075 

x 10`-3 inohos with the possibility of a small upward trond 
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requiring otatiutioal rnalysia for olarification. 

10.3 Fatum work 

This tho3is has dosoribo% tho doaißnt inplomontntion and initial 

rosults of a, long tam roaoarch profoot. Futuru roaaarch on thin 

project will be of two forms; tho in situ oxporimontal cºork will be 

continued and a quantitative analysis of past and futuro roaultu will be 

attooptod. 

Section 9.1 describes the limitations of lonS range plnmirAC of 
the in situ experimental work, but bearing in mind these limitations 

a provisional oxporinontal progrcuio has boon propost. -J. Tho©o proposalo, 
fount in Lppondix A, put forward a oorioo of toato ranging through 

simple prossuro and toraporaturo tosto to toots involving both pressure 

and tonporaturo togothur, oulminrlting in toste of a cyclical natura. 

Tho analysis of tho rosulto of tho oxporinontal progr: uamo hac, 

at tho tiro of 1, iriting, only just bogun. i'ao 

indicatod that a statistical trcatnont of tho 

boforo my data dorivod fron tho toste can bo 

d©volop tiathonatical nodola. Ultimatoly thin 

use in prodicting tho long; torn stability of 
for high proosuro gas story o. 

firet few tests hwva 

rosulte will bo nocoaoary 

usod to compare and 
data will bo of diroct 

brined salt oavitios used 



APPENDIX A 

SCHEIRJLE OF PROPOSED IIT SITU EXPiRIIIF TS 

PHASE I (Continued) 

Pressure (p. s. i. ) Temperature (00 from ambient) Remarks 

0 0 to -5 to 0 Rapid test 

0 0 to -5 to 0 Temperature decrease 
maintained for 
12 hours 

0 to 100 to 0 0 Teat carried out with 
diametral extonsomotori 
ER & BL interchanged 
to investigate erratic 
behaviour of BR 

0 0 Cavity left under amb- 
iont conditions for 
three weeks to obtain 
steady state roadinga 
for statistical purpose 
Readings takon ovory 
four hours 

PHASE II 

0 to 200 to 0 0to+2to0 Cavity maintained at 
+2 for thron deya. On 
third day a pressure 
tost is superimposed 
and cavity returned to 
ambient 

I 

I8 

0 to 200 to 00 to +5 to 0 As for previous toatp 
but a higher surfaoe 
tomporature is imposed 

0 to 100to0 0to-2to0 Cavity maint ainod at 
-2 for three dayo, and 
a pressuro tost euper- 
impoeed on the third 
day 
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Prossure (psi) 

0 

0to100to0 0 For comparison with 
the romulte from 
previous 100 psi 
testa 

PHASE III 

0 0 to +5 to -5 to 0 Repeated rapidly five 
timoo at a low air 
pro©auro 

0 to 200 to 0 0 to +5 to -5 to 0 Pressure oyolod at 
euch a rate that 
T- +5whonP""200 
and Ta -5 when P 
" Oe Continued for 
5dayc. 

0 0 to -10 to 0 Rapid test 

0 to 100 to 0 0 to -10 to 0 Held of -l0 for 
twelve hours, return, 
to ambient & quickly 
followed by the 
pressure tost 

0 to 200 to 0 0 to +10 to -10 to 0 Cyolod for five days 
at such a rate that 
T- +10 when P- 200 
and T- -5 when P"0. 

Temperaturo (°C from ambiont) Romanke 

0 to +15 to 0 Rapid tost 

A 

- 
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